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Get Your Reservations Now
For "Citizen Of The Year"
Dinner Here On April 9th

ME

The "Banana
Capital of the World"

The Bub of the

NEWS

Minots Central System

Volume Twenty-Seven
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 27, 1958
Number Thirteen
Much interest is being hown Several persons have been nominof
the
for
the
annual
award.
ated
in this year's "Citizen
Year" dinner, which will be held
For the past seven years, The
on Wednesday evening, April 9, News, joined last year by Radio
at 7 o'clock at Smith's Rose Room. Station WFUL, has chosen to reReservations are going fa-t so view and commend the activities
if you hive not already purchas- of some Fultonian and his, or her,
ed your tickets, do so today by worthy contributions to the comcontacting either Mrs. C. H. Mc- munity.
Daniel at City Drug. Store or
The program will be dramatizSchool Problems
Mies Ouide Jewell it The News ed along the line of the television
They enterea . . . they followed the rules and they
office.
Are Discussed:
show, "This Is Your Life", when
whose devotA F 'ton
reported.
. . that's the story of 37 women's clubs in the
part
take
citizens
will
Beadles
Is
many local
Chairman
ed wcrk Iles contributed much to
area, representing a total membership of 5318 women
in the program.
the•life and progress of this cornSupt W. L. Holland and Frank
who made their first report in Radio Station WFUL's
The selection of the person to Beadles, chairman of the Fulton
munity, will be tient-red at the
by
a
made
secret
is
v the Felton County be honored
big $3,000 Community Club Awards program. A crew
dint er
City Board of Education, have reNews and Radio Station WFUL. committee of Fultonlans.
turned home after attending a
of six adding machines and as many people.worked into
Since the Rose ROOM ,:an ac4meeting of the Kentucky School
The person to be honored,
Tuesday night and Wednesday most of the day to detercomfortabpersons
who e identity is kept secret un- comodate 125
Boards Association in the Student
mine the five club winners in WFUL's first weekly
til the night of the dinner, can ly, it is urged that tickets be Union Building at the University
be either a man or a woman. secured at once.
of Kentucky, Lexington of last
awards totalling $150.
week.
The first week's awards were made on a per capita
This was the annual meeting of
basis
. . . that is the number of members in the club
the Kentucky School Board of
divided by the total dollar and bonus credits turned in.
Education in which more than
95% of the school districts were
And the winnahs!
represented. Its purpose is to
Cub
Scout Den Mothers, first, $50.
acquaint the board members with
Fulton Cumberland Presbyterian Church Missionary
Miss Joan Delores Tune and the problems confronting the
Miss Nancy Alice Faulkner have schools throughout the state.
Society, second, $40.
tied for the valedictorian honors
Mr. Beadles served as chairman
One and All Club, third, $30.
at South Fulton High School this of Group One, during the panel
St. Edward's Altar Society, fourth, $20.
year, it was announced today by discussions on Wednesday afterAFTER THE COUNTING WAS ALL THROUGH in
Principal C. D. Parr. Both sen- noon.
Jackson's Chapel WSCS, fifth, $10, Wingo.
iors have a perfect rating of 4.
The entire group was divided WFUL's first CCA turn-in at the Station offices TuesCertificates will be issued for
The salutatorian is Miss Diana into a total of 14 groups and Mr. day, this mountain of "evidences of purchase" remained
these prizes and the checks
Cunningham, with a 3.9 average. Beadles was one of 14 chairmen.
awarded at the First Annual
Mary Jo Westpheling,
Miss Tune is the dughter of Mr. Beadles is president of the to be cleaned up. Young Miss
Community Club Awards Festival
Henry J. Tune of Union City and First District School Board Asso- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, sits down
in June.
Mrs. Seburt Black of Route 4, ciation and Mr. Holland is secre- in a pile of 80,000 Pepsi-Cola caps and some 11,122 Pure
'Station Manager Jo WestphelUnion City. Miss Faulkner is the tary.
ing said that the competition
wrappers
tops,
cartons
and
other
Milk
Company
bottle
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
This group is composed of 13
among clubs was so keen and in
and labels. All this from the very first week of Club
Faulkner of Route 3, Union City, counties in Western Kentucky.
many instances so close that reAreas Include
and, Miss Cunningham is the
accumulation!
tabulation had to be done in sevdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Estes
New Madrid Bend
eral instances. And for the treDukedom.
Cunningham of
mendous effort exerted by all the
And Island No. 8
ladies working in the program,
Miss Tune transferred to South
Two areas in Western Kentuc- Mrs. Westpheling said that the
Fulton from Baker High School,
ky parts of Fulton County, have station has decided to award a
Columbus, Ga. in 1954. She has
The annual All-Star Basketball
been declared part of the "reg- $10 participation award to every
worked in the principal's office Game, sponsored oy the Lions
ulated" area as far as control of club that made a report on Tuesfor four years and has been stu- Club, will not be held this year,
the soybean cyst nematode is con- day. This cash award is in addiA large crowd as present Sat- be held in Cincinnati, Ky.
dent librarian for two years. She according to an announcement
Nancy Faulkner
Curtis - Vaughan of Paducah cerned.
tion to the $1.00 per thousand
has been a member of the Student by Lions President, Dr. Eddie urday evening at the District
Jaycees dinner-meeting in the spoke on the scrapbook judging
Lee Townsend, state entomol- that will be paid to the clubs
Council for three years and a Crocker.
member of the F. H. A. for four,
The reason for this action is Rose Room of Smith's Cafe. The and Dr. William Pogue of Mur- ogist, said today the areas in- that do not win a prize during
being active as secretary of the that there are not enough seniors Fulton club was host for the oc- ray talked about the Awards eluded now are the New Madrid the campaign. It all boils down
Weekend activity. Lynn Yates, Bend area and the Island No. 8 to the fact, Mrs. Westpheling said,
local chapter.
on the Kentucky side, who are casion.
Presiding over the meeting was who is state chairman of the area. The former is a detached that no matter what the outcome
Miss Tune was president of the starting players, and it would not
Sub-District F. H. A. and a dele- be fair to the boys or the public. Ray Williams, president of the Teenage Road--O showed a portion of the county cut iff by of the campaign, as far as prizes
There were only two starting Fulton Jaycees. Introductions film and made a short talk. This a large loop of the Mississippi are concerned, every club that
gate to the state convention in
1958-57 in Nashville, and has players available for the game on were made by Edd Fenton, state is a nation-wide program and River; the latter is an actual is- made a report on Tuesday will
vice-president, and Jim Watson Mayfield will sponsor the show land in the Mississippi river due win a mininium of $10 if reports
been given her Junior, Chapter the Kentucky side.
west of the town of Hickman and are made each week until the end'
The teams are always thosen of Paducah, national director, there for the state this year.
and State F. H. A. degrees. in
Continent eh Awe rag
Bill Crawford of Henderson, enahlibillig about ax square miles. 1
her senior year the was chalet from Fulton and Hickman Coun- spoke on the staie convention to
state chairman for Community
Townsend said that prior to inMiss Betty Crocker, Homemaker ties for one team and from Obion
Development, ended the program clusion of the New Madrid Bend
of Tomorrow. In 1957 she repre- County for the other team.
by telling what the Jaycees can and Island No. 8 territories in
The game was previously
sented South Fulton in the typing
do to help their communities.
their entirety, only small portions
scheduled to be held at South
contest at UTMB, Martin.
Miss Tune attended Boys and Fulton School
Those attending enjoyed a de- of the two had been listed vs inA meeting will be held Thurs- licious barbecued chicken dinner fested areas and thereby under
Girls County in 1957 at Union
day (today) at 1 p. m. at the preceding the business meeting. regulatory control. The new deCity and was elected County SupChamber of Commerce office,
erintendent of Schools. She was
There were visiting Jaycees at signation (of these territories as
concerning the Chamber member- the meeting from Paducah, May- a whole) will assist quarantine
co-editor of The Devilier annual
ship drive in progress her. this field, Murray, Hopkinsville and. enforcement and also ease perFulton High Senior
staff and was chosen by her classniltAssuance- work in the infested'Sponsored By
Mates as "The Most Pi:inciter" in
Russellville
The Morman B. Daniel Bible
areas.
C. H. McDaniel is chairman of
the Who's Who contest.
Fulton Rotary Club
Class of the First Methodist the drive.
Joan Tune
Her plans are indefinite, but
In addition, portions of two
wants 100 men to be
Church
When some member contacts
she plans to continue her educahave
County
also
farms in Fulton
Charles Huddleston, son of Mr.
present Sunday morning at 9:40. you in the near future for memtion.
been placed in the "regulated and Mrs. Arch Huddleston and
service will be nonoring bership in your Chamber of ComThe
Miss Faulkner attended Friendarea." They are those of Norman a junior at Fulton High School,
the seniors of the class and merce, be sure you realize all the
ship Elementary School in the
1
2 miles will leave Friday morning for
Sutton, approximately 2/
especially those on retirement. facts and give him your cooperafirst and second grades. She has
northwest of Western school; and Cincinnati, where he will attend
Judge Milton Anderson of Wick- tion, because, now of all times,
spent the remainder 10 years of
James and King McNeill, approx- the Rotary World Affairs Instiliffe will be the speaker and will that help and cooperation is needTo date $1,308.00 has been reher life at South Fulton School.
5 miles east of Hickman. tute.
imately
to
Live
bring a message on "How
ceived in the local Red Cross
ed.
She's been a 4-H Club member
The Institute is sponsored by
5 Retired Life and Enjoy it".
Join the Chamber of Commerce fund drive, according to Harold
for eight years and seven of those
the Rotary Clubs of Kentucky and
Every member of the class is today!
chairman.
It
is
Wiley,
chapter
years, an officer. She has been
the adjoining states. Huddleston's
urged to be present and all men
hoped that the drive can be closa 4-H Honor Club member and
trip is sponsored by the Fulton
of the town are especially invited
ed this week.
an officer for two years.
Rotary Club, which sends some
to come and hear Judge Anderchairmen
have
business
area
All
Miss Faulkner has been a memlocal boy to Cincinnati each year.
son's message on this subject!,
canvass,
but
some
completed
their
ber of the state-winning Obion
Young Huddleston will be gone
which should be of interest to all.
of the residential area chairmen
County 4-H Poultry Judging
two days.
shit
boys
and
than
500
More
Services for Mrs. Nettie Godki- have not been heard from as yet.
Team for three years. Next weekCALLED TO BELL HOME
95 Tennessee counties, will
win, who died Tuesday afternoon A few call backs in the down- from
end she is a delegate to the NaThe South Fulton Fire Depart- at 2:50 at the Fuller-Gilliam Hos- town area will be made by Mr. be wearing the 4-H emblems when
tional 4-H Club Congress in
they assemble in War Memorial
Nashville. She is a FHA member ment was called out at 8:15 Sat- pital in Mayfield after a year's Wiley and Robert Burrow.
Auditorium, Nashville. Sunday
urday
night
to
put
out
a
fire
in
illness, will be held Thursday afand was an officer for two years.
If you have not contributed to evening, March 30, to open their
garage
at
the
home
of
Eddie
the
She has received her Junior F.
ternoon (today) at 2, at the Pilot the drive, do so today!
Eleventh Tennessee 4-H Club
Paul Boyd, chairman of the
H. A. degree, and was a delegate Bell at 108 Bates Street. Gasoline Oak Baptist Church. The Rev.
Congress. Members from South Clean-Up, Fix-Up, Paint-Up camto the F. H. A. state convention on the garage floor was on fire. Ray Fleming and the Rev.•Bill
HAS
SURGERY
LT. KOON
will
attend.
Fulton
paign which will be conducted
in Nashville in 1956. She has There was no damage reported. Lowery of Pilot Oak will officate.
Diana Cunningham
While in Nashville for the here beginning the first week in
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rucker reContinued on Page Six
Burial, under direction of Jackmeeting, delegates, May, is busy these days making
JAYCEES TO ELECT OFFICERS son Brothers Funeral Home of turned home from Memphis Sun- three-day
day night after attending the bed- grouped as Senators and Repres- plans for the campaign.
Jaycees
will
elect
church
The
Fulton
be
in
the
Dukedom,
will
MRS. WOOTEN ILL
side of their grandson, Lt. Ken- entatives, will tour the city, be
new officers at the regular meet- cemetery. She was 67.
The campaign is being sponsorMrs. J N. Wooten was taken ing Thursday night (tonight), at
Friends may call at the family neth Koon, who underwent sur- guests of various sponsors, nomi- ed by the Civic Committee of the
gery recently at Campbell's nate, campaign for and elect a Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
--jottings from to a Memphis hospital Wednes- the M. B. C. rooms. The slate residence.
day morning. She was accom- of officers were selected by the
Mrs. Goodwin, who lived near Clinic. He has visited in Fulton slate of 1959 officers, and mix re- Commerce, and it is hoped that
panied by her daughter, Mrs. Bill nominating committee at if meet- Pilot Oak, was born July 6, 1890, many times and his friends here creation along with business ses- everyone in the Twin-Cities will
sions.
Holland
ing last Thursday evening.
daughter of the late Robert Jud- wish him an early recovery.
participate.
There will be a meeting Thursson and Sallie Catherine CampContinued on Page Five
day (today) at which time definite plans for the campaign will
be made.
Bert Newhouse Shows

Holland And
Beadles Attend
State Meeting

WM Makes First CCA Awards With 37 Clubs Being
Entered In Program; Station Adds $10 Cash Award

Misses Tune And Faulkner
Tiz For Wedictorian Honors

Two Fulton
County Areas
"Regulated"

There Will Be
No All-Star Game
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District Jaycees Dinner-Meeting
Held In Fulton Saturday Night

lindiloston To
Attend World
Affairs Institute

Chamber Drive
Is Progressing

IN Men Waited
AI Clan Sank

Plan To Complete
Red Cross Drive
Here This Week

South Fulton
4-H Members To
Attend Congress

Mrs. Goodwin
Buried Thursday

Plans Progressing In
Clean-Up Campaign

Jo's

Note Book
Would love to write a nice long
column today, but I've had to
stay close to the station this
week. And anyway I haven't got
all the Pepsi caps and bottle caps
out of my hair. So until I cio,
please await the first edition of
America's new best selling novel
. . . The Bottle Cap and I", by
Mary-Nelle Wright and Jo Westpheling. That is it will be written if we can get the bottle caps
from out of the typewriter.
rite meDade. former Chief of
Ponce. has been dismissed from
Faeon Hospital.

Woken Hip, Flu, Pneumonia ... Spry Mrs. Byrd,
103, Survives Them All And Is Back At Home Some Improvement
Nothing can keep Mrs. Ethel
Byrd down, even though she is
103 ;fears old.
The lovely little lady, who
holds the title of Fulten's oldest
citizen, was dismissed from Jones
Hospital Tuesday and was carried
to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
S. L. Craver, in a Hornbeak ambulance.
When the ambulance attendants
arrived at the hospital, Mrs. Byrd
was sitting up on the bed, pert
as could be, and was chatting
away with the nurses.
Back several months ago Mrs.
Byrd fell and broke her hip. She
underwent surgery at a Paducah
hospital and recovered nicely to
the amazement of everyone She
was believed to be the eldest pati-

ent ever to undergo surgery
there.
She returned home and later
took the flu, which went into
phenumonia. Now, she has recovered from that illness. ,
We can say one thing about
Mrs. Byrd, you certainly can't
keep that woman down.

Bert Newhouse, owner of Bert's
Shoe Store, who suffered a stroke
Sunday at his home here, shows
some improvement today at Fulton Hospital.

RECUPERATING
Mrs. M. B. Stovall of Fulton
was dismissed from the Baptist
Hospital- Saturday and is recuperating this week at the home
MOORMAN FEED MEETS
Stovall, in
The Moorman Feed Company of her son, Arthur
Memphis.
had a luncheon-meeting at the
Derby Cafe Sahli-day.
CADDIE HOUSE MOVED
The caddie house at the Coun, PREACHES TUESDAY
try Club was being moved this
Bro. Charles Houser, former week to the porch of the club
minister of the Church of Christ house. Work began Monday and
here, preached at Pryorsburg was under the supervision of
Tuesday evening.
Dick Meacham

DeMyer's Grocery, One Of Fulton's
Oldest Businesses, Changes Hands

DeMyer's Grocery, located at
248 Fourth Street, Fulton, will
change hands on Monday, according to an announcemeht made
today by Gilbert DeMyer, who is
selling the firm to Robert Bell.
Mr. DeMyer, who has owned
and operated the business, one of
Fulton's oldest, for the past 20
years, plans to devote full time
to his investment and securities
business, writing United Funds,
for Waddell and Reed, Inc.
The firm is the prinicapal underwriters of United Funds, Inc.,
a mutual fund with headquarters
in Kansas City, Mo., and offices
from coast to coast. iThe DeMyer Grocery business
was established by Gilbert's father, U. Grant DeMyer in 1898 and

the business was first located on
Commercial Avenue where Meacham's Grocery is now. The business was moved to its present
location on Fourth Street in 1922.
This will be the first time Fulton has not had a DeMyer in
business here since 1890.
Mr. Bell, who has been employed as a butcher for the pest 17 or
18 years at Sawyer's Market on
Fourth Street, will take over the
business on Monday of next week
The firm will henceforth be
known as Bell's Market.
Today Mr. DeMyer said that he
is appreciative of the many people
who have patronized his store
during the years and hopes that
they will continue to patronize
Bell's Market.

Crippled Children's
Drive Progressing
The Crippled Children's drive
now in progress in Fultor County
is coming along fine, according
to Gordon Baird, County Chairman. At present over $300 has
been received in answer to the
letters mailed out.
Jae Barnett of Hickman, attendance officer of Fulton County
Schools, is in charge of the drive
In the Hickman area and from
reports the drive there is doing
OK.
Contributions for the Fulton
area should be mailed to Warren
Anderson, treasurer, at the K. U.
office in Fulton.

Our Farm Problems Are Still Far From Solved
One of the most informative publications coming from the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station recently is a bulletin, entitled "Trends
in Kentucky Agriculture", written by
Rudd and Shuffett. It deals with
changes that have occurred in agriculture during the past 40 years and
provides those interested in Kentucky's farm problem with data on
which to base their opinions and
statements. Some facts gleaned from
the bulletin are these:
"Over the period 1929-55 agricultural income averaged $225 per person on farms, while nonagricultural
income of the state averaged $896,
a difference of $671 per person. During 1950-55 the spread was even
greater. Farm income averaged $364
while non-farm income for the state
averaged $1,614 per person, or $1250
higher on a per capita basis."
In Fulton County, while our farm
income is higher than the State average, it is still low enough that the

STRICTLY,BUSINESS

spread between it and what you can
make working somewhere in a city
doesn't warrant much attention from
young folks faced with the decision.
Hence the age of the average farmer
in Fulton County has risen ten years
in the past ten years, reports County
Agent John Watts.
Ten years ago the "average age" of
the Fulton County farmer was "well
past 40", and now it is "well past 50"
Watts reported in a recent conversation on the subject . . . which means
that practically no young people in
the County are entering farming. or
have in the past ten years.
Since World War II, Fulton County
has lost 3000 population, and 2700 of
this has been since 1950, Watts states.
From a population of almost 14,000
before World War II, Fulton County
has dropped to a present figure of approximately 10,300. The ASC signup indicates that there are now only
750 actual farm units in the County.

Sears-Roebuck, with opUrnisin
for the future despite the general
fretting exhibited in some quarters Over the current "recession,"
is going ahead with a continuing
mammoth expansion program of
28 new units scheduled in the U. S.
during 1958, one more than Sears
built in 1957. '57 group included beautiful new one-floor store
in Paducah, scheduled to open
soon out on Broadway, with acres
of parking space.
In business, as in war, "The

111
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school — you ask for the raiser

FROM THE FIT:—

Turning Back The Clock—

stage to full-blown alcoholism.
There are many theories why this
six or seven percent are affected
while others are not.
Recent research at the University
of Texas by Dr. Roger J. Williams,
head of the department of biological
chemistry, projects a new theory. The
research offers some evidence that
alcoholism is chemical, resulting from
faulty metabolism causing the appetite center of the brain to crave
alcohol, a process similar to tht craving of the diabetic for sugar, even
though results are harmful.
Acceptance of alcoholism as an illness is important. This concept is conductive to help. The excessive drinker has a dormant desire to be helped.
Alcoholism Anonymous is the most
available agency offering assistance.
Members know from painful experience all phases of the illness. Their
facilities are available without fee.

March 25, 19311
Darktown minttrel, presented
at the Science Hall Thursday
night, by students of Union University, Jackson, Tenn., starred
two local youths, Joe and Warren
Clapp. These boys add zest and
pep to the show, which was sponsored by the Fulton High School
Athletic Association.
Plans are complete for the celebration and banquet to be held
at the Cayce High School auditorium Friday night, April 8, in
memory of Casey Jones, famed
Illinois Central engineer who was
killed 38 years ago, as his train
was wrecked at Vaughan, Miss.
The entire proceeds of the banquet are to go toward the erection of a memorial to Casey Jones,
famed engineer of legend and
song.
Sim Webb, negro fireman with
Mr. Jones the night of the fatal
wreck, who is 66 years old and
lives in Memphis, Tenn. will attend the banquet.
Sid Law, Minds Central engineer and noted safety expert
who was Mr. Jones' fireman the
night before the accident, will be
'the principal speaker on the
Cayce program.

only be explained in terms of intelligent beings, why should the universe
itself—which is infinitely more orderly-end ingeniously complex than our
most delicate machines—be denied
an intelligent cause?
Our own earth is a satellite spinning around the sun. Why say that
Explorer presupposes an intelligent
maker, but deny that the satellite
called Earth demands a similar explanation?
NO RELIGION requires as great
an act of faith as that of atheism,
which blindly believes that the vest
law-governed universe of atoms and
suns exists without a Law-giver.
The atheist says: "Yes, Explorer requires an intelligent explanation, but
the various elements, man, and the
rest of the universe just happened by
chance."
THE ATHEISTS' LACK of logical
consistency recalls the story of the
two friends, one an atheist, the other
an astronomer with deep religious
convictions. Visiting his astronomer
friend one day, the atheist noticed a
magnificent scale model of the solar
system arranged in a corner of the
laboratory. "Who made this splendid
model," asked the atheist. "No one,"
replied the astronomer. "Don't be
absurd," laughed the atheist; "who
made it?" The astronomer answered,
NEWS
THE FULTON COUNTY
"Aren't you the one who is absurd?
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
You seek an intelligent explanation
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
this poor model of the solar system,
of
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulyet you refuse to look for the One
ton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Who made the real thing."
Fulton, Kentucky
)0st Office Box 485
To the thinking man, Alpha 1958
Published Every Thursday of The Year
is hardly an argument for atheism.
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Instead, it may actually help some
Editors and Publisher,
people to come to know Him Who
A member of the Kentucky Pres., Association
Bureau
Farm
County
Himself, "the Alpha and the
Fulton
called
the
of
member
A
the First and the Last."
Omega,
in
Fulton,
per
year
Subscription Rates. $2.00

Thursday, March 27, 1958

Go Tp CHURCH Sunday

around town with

Explorer Hums About God

Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obiort
and Weikley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States 33 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act or March. 189.

When Louis XIV built the elegant Versailles palace, he lid not
ask the architects to provide any
plumbing. There are wonderful
mirrors, and plenty of fountains
in the elaborate gardens, but not
inside running water.
It was not customary for kings
and queens to bathe regularly.
Some of them rarely took a real
bath. An occasional swipe with a
damp rag was considered enough
to clease the skin. Perfumes and
spices were in great demand.
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SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Harry J. McSorley
A FEW WEEKS AGO A scientist
from a large rnidwestern university
got himself some publicity by trying
, myth'-'at
to revive the-teth center)
science and religion are incompatible.
Referring to Sputnik, the professor
dogmatized: "A nation such as Russia
which can launch earth satellites can
dispense with gods entirely." To Communists, who profess a creed of
atheism, a statement of this kind is
undoubtedly heart-warming.
Now that our own Explorer is bulleting around the globe, it is time
for us to "dispense with God?" Far
from it. In fact, anyone willing to do
a little thinking will find that Alpha
1958 can actually serve as a starting
point for proving God's existence.
SCORES OF ENGINEERS, physicists, mathematicians, and rocket experts planned and 'calculated for
months to get the 30-pound Explorer
into the sky. One thing that all Russians and Americans must admit is
that the earth satellites sweep the
heavens only because brilliant minds
on earth designed and built them.
Anytime we detect orderly movement
or design we know there has to be an
orderer and an intelligent designer
somewhere.
But if Explorer and Sputnik can

best defense is a strong offense,
and we have always been great
admirers of those who follow this
pattern

t

Why Alcoholism? Research Seeks The Answer
By J. Collis Ringo,
Executive Director Kentucky
Commission on Alcoholism
The erratic behavior of anyone influenced by alcohol makes it difficult
for normal people to understand that
these deviations are symptoms of illness.
Pointless long distance calls . . . insisting on paying food and drink
checks for the party . . . "big shot"
complexes when drinking are definite
pre-alcoholic symptoms. Continued
repetitions of this behavior are signposts leading to compulsive drinking.
This, when ingestion of alcohol becomes the most important activity of
a person's life, is alcoholism.
It affects between six and seven
persons of every hundred who use
beverage alcohol. No one deliberately becomes an alcoholic. It is insiduous, usually taking from 15 to 20
years to progress from pre-alcoholic

by McFeetters

porated areas.
Such legislation will incluae
Fulton, since we are a city of the
fourth-class, and ought to be good
news for the local Planning and
Zoning Commission. .

Heavy spring rains above Ful-

ton brought an overflow of the
Harris Fork Creek, which runs
through the city, and flooded the
business district in the vicinity
of Fourth St. extension.
The water did not reach sufficient height to flood any of the
stores on Lake St. The deluge
came after a continuous elOwn
hardest rain fall coming Around
three o'clock.
The waters flooded Hotel Fulton, Bennett Electric, Wilson
Shoe Shop, The Smoke House,
and the Fulton County News.
Considerable damage was done
at Bennett's Electric where the
bases of several radios were covered by water.
Harold Peeples, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Peeples of Fulton, was recently elected president of Beta Theta Pi Faternity
at Ole Miss University, where he
is a freshman. He carned membership in the fraternity for his
basketball playing the past season. He is to be congratulated
upon his record.
Miss Betty Norris, Paul Pershing. and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Shepherd were in Paducah 'Nesday night. Mr. Pershing and Mr.
Shepard attended an A&P meeting.

Bailey, who played in the movies,
came to see us. I remember that
he was tall, dark and handsome,
and that his wife was very beautiful. They had a daughter, Phyllis,
my age.
One of the things about their
visit I will never forget was
watching my cousin's wife and
my uncle race up the road on
horseback standing up. They also
did all kinds of tricks and we
children were fascinated.
Other things I remember are
that Phyllis ran away from home
one day, and another day I became very unhappy when they
made pictures of us children. It
was cold outside and our mothers
Insisted that we wear something
on our heads. I put or my pretty
little woolen cap and the other
children had on dust-caps. Now,
Phyllis wanted to wear my cap
and as she was company I had to
give it to her. I wasn't very
happy over the whole things as
the pictures show.
This past Christmas we heard
Portland and LI everything
from
Don't know about you folks,
out OK we plan to visit
but my family starts making turns
and his family this
plans from one year to the next with him
our trip out West.
for our vacation trip. Our plans year on
now are to go to California early
this fall—that is if we can manDon't forget me wken you
have any kind of newsy! We are
age the finances.
This will be a trip I have been having several .newscasts a day
wanting to make since I was six over Radio Station WFUL and
years old, and that was quite a can use all the news that you
long time ago. It was at that time can furnish us. You may reach
that Mother's consin, Portland me by calling 470, at The News

I heard a very funny story a
few days ago about a recent happening here. Don't know how true
it is, but it makes a good story,
anyhow.
Seems like an I. C. Railroad
employee was corning through
the cemetery one night and fell
into a freshly dug grave. After
trying for some time to get out
of the hole he finally gave up
In despair.
Shortly, another railroadman
was rushing through the cemetery
on his way from the I. C. 3ards
and fell into the same grave. Immediately, the number-one man
chimed out, "Its no use buddy,
there's no way out!"
The newest arrival, not knowing that someone else had also
made his mistake, gave a yell of
horror and jumped from the ,hole.
No doubt, he thought the dead
had spoken.
Just what happened to thefirst
man, we failed to learn. Could
be, he's still out there on cemetery hill.
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FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennis:so

cky Windage
Kentu...„......,.
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MORAL COURAGE
Courage consists not in bindly
overlooking danger, but in seeing and
conquering it.
—Jean Paul Richter

Ouida Jewell

By P. W.
residents in the area, I asked her
if she might be interested in advertising for this.
She said no, that the stocks
were sent them by what I gathered to be some religious or fraternal organization in St. Louis,
or Memphis, or somewhere. She
wasn't even interested in a free
story, saying that one would be
forthcoming shortly from their
headquarters.
So I left, wondering just haw
Ed Bennett has been hard at
weeks
unknown firm on a side street
few
an
past
the
during
work
supervising the rebuilding of the would hope to sueeeed without
former Rushton's Cafe at the benefit of some kftid of public
corner of State Line and Martin announcement soon Is its doors
Highway, and work still proceeds were opened for business.
A month or so later we receivthis week. The place was burned
ed a story from Memphis in the
out last year.
mail, and you may recall that we
The Fulton News Stand has ran it. And that's the last I ever
been moved by Sams' down to heard of the "Family Thrift
the old Eudy Shoe Shop build- Shop." As I walked by the place
this week I noticed that the building on Church Street, and now
has plenty of room to spread out ing was. vacant.
all of their magazines and papers
Alex Noffel lost quite a bit of
for shoppers to see. The new
quarters lock fine.
merchandise in his Lake Street
store last year during the two
One of the 1957 mysteries of downtown floods, and last weekFulton business circles has quiet- end he spent a sleepless two days
with his eyes glued to rising
ly folded up its wares and moved
away, just as quietly as it arriv- Harris Fork Creek, fearful that
his store-full of goods might get
ed last year.
I guess it was opened last year; another soaking.
The creek didn't overflow deall at once, one day, it was there.
I guess it moved out last week spite the continuous week-end
rains, but Alex is getting n good
or so; all at once it was gone
It was sometime early last year rest this week; rains or not. On
that I passed the old Fred Rober- Monday he called in a carpenter
and fashioned two water-tight
son grocery building one day and
noticed that it was occupied by
partitions for his doors that can
a firm selling clothing. A sign on be firmly fastened on a moment's
the window proclaimed it to be notice.
the "Thrift Shop." Since it is the
nature of my business to call on
Noticed this week that among
new firms, I went inside, noted the important legislation passed
that there was a fair array of by the just-ended Assembly at
used clothing about, and spoke Frankfort is an act empowering
to the manager about an an- cities of the third through the
sixth class to enter into an agreenouncement for the paper.
ment stith the county in which
She said no, they did not plan
to advertise. Thinking she might they are located to plan and zone
jointly incorporated and unincorseek to buy used clothing from

Bess Morris told us last week
that one of the hands out on her
farm, hearing that letter postage
may soon go to 5c, has been buying up all the 3c stamps he can,
so he won't have to pay the increase until his stock runs out.
Sounds like a good idea, we told
Bess, except that if one buys up
too wany, the glue might go bad
before they get used up.

Farm Operating Costs High
Farming in this chemical-machine age requires
a large investment in land. machinery, and buildings. To be a successful farmer you must have high
yields on crops and pastures. This requires the
maintaining of expensive equipment, the purchase
of good seed, fertilizer, and other operating expenses which are all costly. If you don't have the
cash to meet these expenses you will be interested
in the plan the Production Credit Association has
to finance operating expenses with a -Budgeted
Loan".
1. Set up a loan to meet your years expenses
with one trip to the office.
2. Secure cash to meet expenses when they
arrive. Pay cash and take cash discounts.
3. Repayments are due when crops or livestock are sold.
4. Interest starts with each disbursement and
stops when repayments are made. (Cost
very reasonable).
5. PCA has an ample supply of funds to loan.
6. All stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Credit life insurance is available that will
pay loan in case of death or loss of limb
or eye.
Last year a farmer secured a $3550 budgeted
loan to finance his farming expenses and the total
cost was $124.50. 6 per cent interest on $3550
would be $213.00, a saving of $88.50.
For additional information on the PCA budgeted
loan see the local representative of the Production
Credit Association.

C)

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Representative
Craddock Building
Clinton, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Representative
206 Clinton Street
Hickman. Kentucky
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Twiff-Cities Businessmen In Review;
Sonny Puckett Operates Four Businesses
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Easy to does! Eisie ii
operation permits Inside
and outside cleaning
from inside your room!
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idow ventilation!
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full-length Outside Shodesueen
blocks the direct rays of the
sun 1 keeps your home 1S•
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glom, affords maximum privacy!
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The Problem of Beforestaticrn

School Boards Elect
Officers At U. of K.

members are busy these days selling tickets on a $645.00 sporting
outfit, for the purpose of raising
funds for the club's treasury,.
which was drained with the purchase of the Christmas decorations.
The sporting outfit consists of
a 15-HP Evinrude outboard Motor,
Cherokee
aluminum
14-foot
a
boat, and a J. B. Johnson trailer.
This will be given away on May
17 and you do not have to be present to win.
Tickets are 50c each or three
for $1.00 and may be purchased
from any Y. M. B. C. member.
Why not get yours todag2.

Check the
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;counts.
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Kentucky forests today cover
approximately 49% of the total
area. This timber gives fulltime
employment to over 20,000 people
and well over 100,000 receive part
time work in wood processing. We
say reforestation because at one
time all our farm land was in
timber, much of which should
have never been cleared.
Mr. W. A. Johnston, President
of the Illinois Central Railroad
recently remarked, "Our major
problems are, to keep our woodland in desirable species, the protection of productive stands from
fire and disease and replanting
eroded land to trees. Through our
mechanical tree planting demonstrations, forestry schools and tree
(girdling demonstrations, we hope
to assist forestry leaders and land
owners in combating these problems."
Now comes tree planting time
and with it method of planting.
Through the years this has been
the main reason for limited planting. Replanting by hand is still
hard work and is very unpopular
Charles B. McCabe has been with farmers. Planting by hand
elected commander of Conunandery is still being done effectively, but
No. 34, Knights 'Templar at Ful- survival is low where experienced
ton.
planters haven't demonstrated
The other newly elected officers how the job should be done. This
are John Lee Parham, general; article is not the proper location
Aobert L. Bell, captain general; for a tree planting demonstratC. Z. Benedict, Sr., warden; Ho- ion by hand, but I will give a few
ward Adams, Jr., warden; John points on planting that may save
B„ Covington, prelate; N. G. Cooke, you trees. The chief reason for
treasurer; Gilbert De)ifsfer, re- young trees mortality being high
Rose, standard Is the planter not having deep
Alvin
corder;
bearer; William T. Hinkle, sword enough trench or hole, wind has
bearer; W. B. Graves, warder; dried the roots or dry weather
and A. T. Batts, sentinel.
follows during the growing season We can not do anything about
the weather but we can correct
the other two. When trees are
receleved be sure to plant them
within to to four days or trench
J. T. Hatcher, Elizabethtown them out. The directions are in
attorney, is the new president of the package as to trenching. If
the Kentucky School Boards As- you plan to plant within a day
sociation, Hatcher was elected
during the group's annual meeting at the University of Kentucky.
Vice presidents are Foeman
Rudd, Covington, immediate past
president; J. V. Vittitow, Owensboro; Billy Black, Paducah; Dr.
Francis Massie, Lexington; Robert Reid, Jr., Daviess County;
Houston Kirby, Bowling Green,
and Dan Byck, Louisville.

Y. M. B. C. Members
FULTON ROOFING AND Selling Tickets
INSULATION COMPANY The Young Men's Business- Club
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MONEYMAKING
FEATURES

LUX.

budgeted
1 the total
on $3550

-For--

CAR and TRACTOR
Guarantee

budgeted
)roduction

Car Battery
$8.95 up
Exchange

iation
ttative
reef
lucky
111011111NIMMIMMWMIbb

Tractor Battery
$9.95 up
Exchange

J. H. ALLEN
Texaco Service Station
Phone 9166

US 45-51 By Pass

cow,
Guernsey
registered
A
Willow Wild's Frosty Lady, owned by Burnette and Hixson, Fulton, has completed an official
production record in the Herd
Improvement Registry division of
Club.
11,189
was for
This record
pounds of milk and 511 pounds
of fat.
"Lady,' was a ten year•old,
and was milked two times daily
for 305 days while on test. This
was
record
production
official
supervised by University of Kentucky.
or two keep trees in cool areas
with plenty of water. When planting time comes around, NEVER
LET THE TREE ROUTS DRY
Wind and sun will dry and kill
a seedling in 5 minutes. Be sure
to keep trees wet until planted.
First open a deep trench or hole
with planting tool, insert tree
making sure the tree root does
not turn up or 'J'. If the root is
a little too long, cut the bottom
two inches off. Next pack soil
firmly with a sharp kick of the
heel. It is not a good idea tc
plant trees in mud. The soil need
only to be moist.
The Illinois Central Tree planter is available for demonstaration throughout West Kentucky
and Southern Illinois. Contact
your County Agent, Farm Adviser
or Soil Conservationist.

paUES IN Not

GEAR DRIVE

• 6 full horsrepowfw
• Only 22 pounds
• Cuts hi oR positions
• Low maintenance code
• ftlgh-consprienion,
short 'fedi* angina
• gig now Neil tonic
• AA004ey-savIng anodyne*
Caws In fee e
PRIM DOMOMST'RATION

BURNETTE
Tractor Company
Fulton
4th Street
Phone 169

TALL PET

MILK-1
LB

SLICED

BACON 59c
SOUTHERN STAR

E0-5 His $1
LB.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS,No.303 White

Corn 6 707 $1
KY. CUT Green

HATS - - - - Picture hats with dip brims, perky
rollers, frothy sailors, and many other
variations.
GLOVES - - - - Easter white gloves available in
all styles and sizes.
SOCKS - -, - Dress socks, cuffed and ankle, complete outfitting young paraders.

$6.95 to $15.95
DRESS SLACKS - - er

FRESH to
10
FAT :"
Lig
LB
ail
BACK

Fryers 39c

$8.95 to $16.95

HOM ELITE

With This Coupon & $3.00 Purchase

,

ORIGINALS by * RUTH - - with
- matching gloves, matching parasols, dyed to match sweaters, and
embroidery for her own originals.
Sizes 3-6x, 7-14.

NEW

SNOWDRIFT-59c

FRESH DRESSED,Whole

$5.95 to $16.95

CHAIN SAW

12 to 36 Months

Guernsey Cow
Makes Record

SPORT COATS - = Fine linens, linen and silk, wool Si silk,
flannels, wool tweed and Ivy League
• stripes.
Colors: Solid white, solid red, brown,
blue and grey tweeds and Ivy
League stripes.
of Ow

BATTERIES

March 29: Linda Faye Watts,
Johnson Hill, Harvey Vaughan,
uth Miller, Nadine Nanney;
March 30: Mrs. Gerald Harrison,
Charles H. Gregory, Mrs. Hattie
Bennett, Sandra Williams, March
31: Debra Lynn Bowles, Jane
White, Truett Lowe; April 1: Ronnie Collier, Joyce Ann McDaniel,
Mrs. Louise Graham, Martha Taylor; April 2: Mrs. Jessie L. Fleming, Wanda Batts, Monette Oliver;
April 3: Mrs. W. A. Warren, Mrs.
Walter Mischke, S. Shirley
Hawks, Mrs. Verna DeMyer;
April 4: Mrs. Lillie Whellis, Mary
Kate Pewitt.

The ensembles look for spring in
duster outfits and jacket dresses.
Toddler, 3-6x, 7-14, and Subteens.

CINS
MASCOPE

Southland Batteries

I.
lb
4
I0

See Our New Spring Fashion Trends
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and co-owner of the Allen and of Commerce, a member of the
American Legion, and of the local
Puckett Vending Machines
Jaycees.
• Sonny stays quite busy. He
Mr. Puckett was born January
works six and one-half days at
the station and every other night 19, 1925 at Water Valley, Ky.,
at the restaurant, plus, during son of Ruth Holland and Carl
lunch every other Sunday At the Puckett. His family moved to Fulstation, he is assisted in the man- ton when Sonny was four years
agement by his father, Carl Puc- old and he attended the Fulton
kett. Sr. Stanley Jones, Sonny's City Schools. He was graduated
brother-in-law, is co-owner and from Fulton High School in 1943
co-manager of the Part-Terrace. and entered the U. S. Navy in
Stanley is also co-owner of the July of that year. He served
motel.
three years at the Naval Air
Bonny and Stanley are assist- Training Station at Kingsville,
ed in the restaurant by their Texas, then was discharged in
wives, Vada Puckett June of 1946, at which time he
charming
and Margaret Jones.
returned to Fulton. Sonny worked at his tather's service station,
Sonny's partner In the vending
into business for
machine business is H P. Allen. until he went
himself.
the
of
one
is
Puckett
Sonny
Young Mr. Puckett began the
Twin-Cities' busiest young busiSonny was married to Miss Veof his service station,
operation
people,
most
nessmen. Unlike
thriving business in da Belle Ward. daughter of Mrs.
a
has
which
Sonny does not operate one busyears Neal Ward and the late Mr. Wissrd
Fulton, seven
downtown
iness establishment, but has four.
ago. He and Stanley built the of South Fulton, on June 12, 1949
The likeable. 33-year-old chap motel, a showplace for West They have three lovely children,
is owner and operator of Puckett's Tennessee. in 1955 and opened it
Dana, 8, David, 6, and Phil, 3
Standard Service Station, located for business in October of that
The Puckett family lives in the
at the corner of Fourth and Lake year. The restaurant was comCovington Addition in South FulStreet; he is co-owner and co- pleted in May, 1966.
ton.
operator of the ultra-modern ParkBonne is a member of the First
Terrace Restaurant on the Martin
Sonny's hobbies are water skiing
Highway in South Fulton; co- Methodist Church, a member and
and golf.
owner of the Park-Terrace Motel; former director of the Chamber
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Host of colors and fabrics in Ivy League
and regular styling. Match perfectly
with sport coats.

$2.95.to $7.95
DRESS SHIRTS - -

BIG 2 1/2 can

Beans 5'r $1
LIBBYS FROZEN FOODS
10 oz. pkgs.
CUT CORN
BABY LIMAS
'
WHOLE OKRA
MUSTARD GREENS
TURNIP GREENS

$2.95

White, Ivy League, 6-14
Like dad's with tie, French cuffs,
and cuff links. Size 2-6x.

$2.95
SPORT SHIRTS- - Dressy, yet easy to care for. Neat
patterns and colors. Sizes 2-12.

$1.95 & $2.95
TODDLER ETON SUITS - - Stevens novelty striped sateen "Ivy League" jacket with
solid pants, also cap to match. Linen-like rayon checked
linen jacket with solid pants. Rayon-silk suits.
Sizes 1 to 4 years

$5.95 to $7.95

West State Line

Fulton. Ky.
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
Friday.
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through
Something MUST be DONE about this—this
WEATHER—I mean. The FIRST of each week finds
your SCRIBE with thought of SPRING weather, dancing in her head, like warm breezes and SUNSHINE. . .
but WHO knows—one of these days we'll wake up and
there'll be NO rain . . . NO snow . . . NO ice . . . and
the poor March flowers will raise their heads again . . .
and SPRING will REALLY be here! 'Tis a nice thought,
Isn't it?
We are reminded of a FRIEND of ours whose CHILDREN have even grown TIRED of snow. One of his
little boys looked out the window and upon seeing
SNOWFLAKES—said—"Oh, NO! Not snow AGAIN!
And methinks that when the CHILDREN complain . . .
it's time for Ole Man Weather to DO something about it!

the Rzeds, his wife, Jane and their
darling little baby girl, Pamela
Ann, who is the only greatgrandchild in the family. Carl
Pirtle was there assisting his wife,
Soncie, as one of the hosts because
all of the Reed children ire responsible for the nice dinner. Arid
we are sorry that Seldon's wife,
Helen, was unable to attend as
she had the flu. Mrs. Lowell
Council and little son, Frank, of
Martin were also included. Other
friends were Mrs. Robert Batts,
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Mrs. L. D.
Brooks, Mrs. Joe Johnston and
Mrs. Hilliard Bugg.

(THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

. HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning, March 26.

Dr. D. L. Jones
Reads County
Medical Society

Jones Hospital:
Mrs. E. A. Stowe, Dresden; Jim
Adkinson, Union City; Mrs. W.
L. Ledbetter, Sidney Tripp, Mrs.
Bill Cashion and baby, Mrs. Donna Robey, Ned Waldrop, Gus
Browder, Mrs. Betty Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shupe, Mrs.
(C. D. Travis and
Harry Allison
Miss Flora Oliver all of Fulton,

I enjoyed very much the deHillview Hospital:
lightful program at the Drama
Thursday
Department meeting
Mrs Merrell Jeffress, CrutchLehmon Boulton,
evening at the Woman's Club
field, Mrs
building. Mrs. 0. C. Walker gave
Crutchfield, Mrs. Raymond
a review,of the poem,"The White
French, Water Valley; Mrs. TreCliffs of Dover" by Alice Miller.
mon Rickman. Dukedom; Mrs.
Mrs. Walker was introduced by
Kathryn Williams, Dukedom; Mrs.
the program leader, Mrs. Robert
Ella Mae Coleman. Union City;
Graham.
Mrs. Bea Jolley, Bobby Hurley,
Fourteen members and six
Mrs. Jerry Legens, Mrs. Dale
Dr. D. L. Janes
visitors, Mrs. Clifton Linton, Mrs.
Cummings, Mrs. J. R. Alexander,
Dr. D. L. Jones of Jones HosNathan Wade, Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Hassell Williams, L V. WilpresiRudolph, Mrs. Max Cummings,
liams, Mrs. Ralph Lastee and pital at Fulton was elected
dent of the Fulton County MediMrs. Arthur Roman and Your
SylviaYates,
Dalton
Mrs.
baby,
eting
"Ho IS rather old... but Ms mosey is brand Deur
Diarist, were present.
demi Moss, George Black, Jake cal Society at a dinner-me
Park-Terrace
the
at
group
the
of
Mrs.
The business session was preJones,
G.
Thomas
Mrs.
Holt,
sided over by the chairman, Mrs.
A. G. Windson, Emmitt Stunson, Restaurant Thursday evening.
WeatherJames
Mrs.
Bill Durbin.
Dr. Jones, who has been a phyMrs. Ernest Smith. Mrs. Harris
is almost as spoon gave the current events.
Pirtle. Donna Jean Alexander, sician here for over tO years, was
'Tis HARD for Your Diarist to room (which actually
red house)
"Outstanding
Fulton's
and Mrs. Lon Martin, Jr., all of named
start our little VISIT with you large as our little
During the social hour the hoshad assembled
guests
the
where
note
L
Citizen of the Year" yelr before
CHEERFU
a
Fulton.
on
week
this
tesses, Mrs. Leland Bugg, Mrs.
was GAY—exMethodist young people will
last He succeeds Dr. M W.
Mrs. H. L Bondurant of GreensR. 0. Brown, Mrs. Willie Hornra,
—since just about all she knows and everyone
ion—laughing
look at church Fatten Hospital:
Blankenship cf ilillview Hospital
is HOSPITALS and SICK folks. changing conversat
and Mrs. Charles Walker served boro, N. C., A. T Thompson and take a three day
GOOD time.
Mrs. Em Griffin. Martin; Mrs. in Fulton, who filled out the unApril 11-13 at First
Because that's where we have —and just having a
a salad plate and cokes to those Jimmie Thompson, both of At- related jobs
Virgil Robertson. Clinton; Mrs. expired term of office of the late
looked so love,ly present
lanta, Ga., and Warren Thomp- Methodist Church here.
spent most of the week—and the Cousin Sallie
compliYoungsters Including high schoqi Ellis McCord, Hickman; Mrs. be. J. G. Saniuels of Hickman.
son of Clinton were guests of
whole weekend—with members in a pretty dress which
juniors to age 34 from Methodist A rdell Simpson, Cayce: *Mrs.
The other newly elected officof our family who are hospitaliz- mented her lovely grey hair—and
Johnny Campbell. son of Mr. their father, Edd Thompson of
Churches in West Tennessee and Harry Sublette, Sr., Cayce;,Mrs. ers are: Dr. Gleqn Busintrt of
realize
to
us
for
so
hard
was
weekit
the
over
Road
thought
Campbell,
the Middle
and Mrs. John Joe
ed. But a REAL HAPPY
eight Western Kentucky Counties Edgor Taylor, Martin; Mr. and Fulton Hospital, vice-president;
the age of
celebrated his fifth birthday end.
is surely in our minds—us we that she has reached
the methodist Mrs. Edd Watts, WIngo; Luther and Dr. J. A. „Poe of J7nes hosNEVER seem Thursday, March 20th, with a
They were here to help him will be guests of
remember a lovely birthday din- 78—because she'll
not as hamburger supper at his home celebrate his 91st birthday Mon- Memphis Conference Commission Pickens, Water Valley; .Coleman pital, secretary-treasurer.
n4 we attended on Wednesday. that old to us—certainly
on Christie Vocatiors.
Rash, Clinton; Mrs. Della Coleday, March 24. Congratulations, on .
De Ward Bushart of Fulton
Actually words are inadequate long as she keeps the TWINKLE in Country Club court.
infectious
the
man, Mrs. Willard Haynes, Mrs. Hospital was narred delegate to
and
eyes
her
In
Edd.
Mr.
many
for
birthday,
received
your
feelings
The honoree
to really express our
And cer- birthday gifts, and after the boys
V. J. Voegeli, Mr. A. B. New- the Kentucky State Medical Assohaving been included on the laughter in her voice!
•FULTON ROUTE 5 house, Mrs. Ellis Heethcott, Mrs. cMtion
day—
meeting in Louisville. Dr.
had enjoyed playing, a hamburguest list for "Cousin Sallie's" tainly she was happy that
Mrs. Brooks (River • R. V. Putnam, Sr., Doc. Adams,
who love ger supper and birthday cake and
Russell Rudd of Fulton was nambirthday celebration. "Cousin Sal- surrounded by all those
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Boys Win Game
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Double Laugh Show!
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LEWIS Fun-Fest!
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PERSONALS

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
spent Wednesday of this week in
Memphis.

Southland Batteries

Mrs. H. L. Brown, who fell and
broke her hip some time alto, was
dismissed from Jones Hospital
Tuesday and was carried to the
home of her son. Bob Brown. in
a Hornbeak ambulance.

—For-.-

CAR and TRACTOR
Guarantee

Ex change
'MAVERICK'
{Int(A C[101[Ad
PM

::u1 *
a :
:
es
st

Loll Datairected byCAM it WUMAN V

Also — LATEST NEWS EVENTS 1

Tractor Battery
$9.95 up
F xchange

J. H. ALLEN
Texaco Service Station
Phone 9166

So don't get low on

Mrs. Phil Parker is ill at her
home with the flu.

12 to 36 Months

Car Battery
$8.95 up

There Is MORE
Cold Weather Ahead

US 45-51 By-Pass

Mrs. H. G. Luther of Mayfield,
sister of Mrs. Leland Jewell of
Fulton, is recuperating after undergoing major surgery on Tuesday Vst week.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Myatt
had visitors from Detroit over
the weekend. Their guests were
enroute to Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister have returned home after
spending several weeks in for
Ida with their son, Glenn, and
family. They report a wonderful
trip.

Phone In your order
to us Today
Immediate Delivery
All Sizes On Hand.

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

You can't beat Sanitone
for cleaning suits! All dire
spots and perspiration
gone. Original finish and
texture restored. Minor
mending free. Better press
lasts longer •oci there's
never•telltale cleaning
odor. Try us today!

0 K LAUNDRY
SANITONE CLEANERS
Phone 12-0

Lime

I, lY
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of 1:3
Court!
tacky,
numb
taxes
verthe
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and a

Tax I
No.
22321:
22321!
22335:
22338;
22354;
22361'
223621
22365,
22374:
22378,
22.341
22394,
22397:
22397'
224001
22404
22404
22416
22419
22420
22420
22423
22428
22430
22432
22438
22438
22438
22439
22444
22445
22450
22452
22451
22453
2245f
22461
2246f
224'M
2247f
22471
22471
22471
22481
22481
2248!
22491
22491
22491
22501

2250
2250
2251
2253
2253
2254
2254
2254
2255
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Civil Defense Director Needs Fiore MRS. GOODWINWorkers; Tells What We Can Do Now
Marvin Sanders, Civil Defense
Director of South Fulton, said today that he is getting good response from the citizens of the
town, but he still needs more
workers.
Mr. Sanders today released a
list of things that you can do
now. They are:
1. Learn your local Air-Raid
warning signals.
2. Build and equip a shelter
against a Fallout.
3. Prepare an er
First
Aid kit.
4. Take a Red Cross First Aid
home nursing course.
5. Train your family in emer-

/iearing Aid &Harlin

lea

Jones Hoswted presiunty Mediier-meeting
irk-Terrace
evening.
teen a phyyears. was
autstanding
veer tbefore
M W
.w Hospital
out the unof the late
1,lelean an.
voted gateau:hurt of
e-presiaent;
Jones III:agree
of Fulton
delegate to
relics! Assouisville. Dr.
n was nam-

Complete Line
For all makes of hest-lag aids!
Visit *or Hearing Aid Departnent ct your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
igg Lake Street

Phew 76

gency life saving measures.
6 Learn to p-fevent and fight
fires in the home.
7 Get a radio, battery:operated,
keep in a safe place and mark
1240 AM dial.
8. Get a seven-day food supply
and water; put it in your shelter.
9. Keep your car ready in case
you have to evacuate.
10. Get official Civil Defense
identification tags.
Join the Civil Defense now, by
contacting Marvin Sanders, Civil
Defense Director of South Fulton.
ATTEND TOURNEY
Among those from the Fulton
area who attended the Kentucky
State Basketball Tournament in
Lexington were W. L Holland,
Superintendent of Fulton City
Schools, Charlie Thomas, coach of
the Fulton Bulldogs, Joe Trees
of Fulton, Warren Johnson of
Water Valley and James DeSpain,
Hickman coach.

SHEET METAL

METAL SINKS
AIR CONDITIONING FOR HOME AND OFFICE
LENNOX GAS FURNACE
LENNOX OIL FURNACE

METAL CANOPIES

bell Taylor
She leaves her husband, Clyde
Goodwin; four sons, Norman
Goodwin of Dukedom, Route 2,
Hartwell Goodwin of Mayfield,
Waldo Goodwin of Dukedom,
Route 2, and W. C. Goodwin of
Wingo, Route 2; four sisters, Mrs.
Etta Winiflow of Wingo, Mrs.
Nellie Barnes of Fort Worth,
Texas, Mrs. Hattie Hunton of
Bowling Green, and Mrs. Boyce
Leneave of Mayfield; a brother,
Melvin Taylor of Bowling Green;
and four grandchildren.

?mere services for Mrs. Rosa
C. Harrington, 79, who died at
9:30 p. m. Sunday, March 23, were
held at McConnell Baptist Church
at 2 p. m., Wednesday, March 26.
Mrs. Harrington died Sunday at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Walter McClanahan, 209 Oak
Street, Soath Fulton. She had
been ill(ofthe past three months.
Officiating at the service was
Rev. Leo Moore of Paris, Tenn.,
Baptist
of
Ruthville
pastor
Church. Burial was in Brock's
Cemetery at Greenfield, Tenn.,
under the direction of -WifistaadMurphy Funeral Home of War-

L B. Bonitos

a;dercover slip manly

ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED

NIGHT CALLS, 249
'INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS

NATIONOLLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT
STAINLESS STEEL WORK
HOT ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED
OLD FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED

SALE OF REAL ESTATE
FOR TAXES
I. M. E. Garrison, Sheriff and Tax Collector of Fulton County
Kentucky'. valll on Monday, April 7. 1958, beginning at the how
of 1:30 P. M. Central Standard Time, at the North door of the
Courthouse in the City of Rickman. County of Fulton, State of Kentucky, sell the following tax claims for real estate as listed; the
number of each tax receipt; Name of each taxpayer; amount of the
taxes for the asseviement year of 1951, together with penalty, advertising costs and Sheriff's fee. These delinquent tax claims, when
sold. become a lien upon the property described on each tax bill
and are subject to 12 per cent per annum and costs.

Miss Lillian Luten
Services were held Sunday afternoon at the First Methodist
Church in Hickman, for Mies 1.d1lian Luten, daughter of the late
Dr. Samuel W. Luten of Hickman, who died Saturday morning
in Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
Miss Luten was recognized as
an excellent musician and taught
piano in Fulton, Hickman and
Louisville for many years.

6
/
-47
as nylon trkof

Vacation for 2 in Florida
Choose your favorite beach 1111
Miami - Daytona - Clearwater
St. Petersburg Beach

or

Or A $300.00 Savings Bond
Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize

$100.00 savings bond
50.00 savings bond
25.00 savings bond

(To Be Awarded Saturday, June 28)
No jingles to write: no puzzles to work;
you do not have to buy. Absolutely no
catches. Here is all you do ... each time
you
you visit A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
customer
a
not
are
you
may register. If
at A. C. BUTTS AND SONS there is no
better time to start than now. You can't
lose.
10-os Pillsbury White, Yellow and
Romac
AS.

Mrs. David Holloway

1-lb can

pint can

Chocolate Fudge

lc Cake Mix Sale
Buy Two at regular price and

Get Third For ONLY lc
(Price for all three, only 75c)
LB.

Houser sliced

GLO COAT...59c BACON

Mrs. David Holloway, Sr., well
known resident of Fulton since
1921, died Wednesday night. March
19, at the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis following an illness of
three weeks.
She leaves her husband, two
sons, David, Jr. of Fulton and
Dictie of St. Louis, a granddaughter, four brothers, Dick Hastings
of Fulton, Sanford Hastings of
Milltwaukee. Bob Hastings of
Covington, Leferett Hastings of
Halls. Tenn., and a sister, Mrs.
Hattie Pinner.
.Mrs. Holloway was a member
of the ?Inn Methodist Churcn
And was active in the work of
the Character Builders Sunday
School class. She has been employed at the National Store for
the past ten years.
P'uneral services were held Friday in Memphis at the National
in Funeral Home Intermtnt was
in Memphis.

Johnson's..for furniture

8-oz bottle

53c
LB.

US Good Round

Pride Polish. .69c BEEF STEAK 89c
Pillsbury's White Angel food

box

US GOOD chuck, Rib

CAKE MDC .39c BEEF ROAST 59c
DelMonte sweetened

46-oz can

LB.

Old Fashioned

Gifruit Juice...29c Hoop Cheese..49c
Salad Dressing 59c Pork and Beans25c
Kraft Miracle Whip

MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 1-Fulton
Tax Receipt
Amount
Name
No.
13.33
Alexander, William T. & Beatrice
223213
Bill Jones of McConnell died
108.63
Allen, J H.
223219
morning, March 24, after
Monday
30
11
Birmingham, Reed
223353
illness.
extended
an
52.29
Here at last a slip that's right
Bowden, Mrs. Naomi
223385
71.26
He was born in Weakley CounCarter, William C.
223545
*very figure - generously
for
33.19 ty near Ruthville, Tenn., August
Copeland, Clarence R.
223617
luscious with lace.
pleated,
79.48
C.
Jack
Covingeon,
1879.
la,
223626
10.75
Crossland, Thomas
and did some pubadore the line shaped
223654
farmed
You'll
He
5.36
Ellis, James A.
223742
bodice and the wonderful
45.59 lic work until his health gave
Fite, Arthur, Est.
223784
way.
64.66
keeman. Harry W.' .,
the gored skirt does to
things
223806
He made his home with his
22.73
..ITimblin. Julian Joseph
223944
White, aqua, red,
your
hips!
his
until
Jones,
56.17
Hugey
brother,
Harwood, Cecil Dean
2/3973
13.73 death March 4, of this year.
ird
____- Hastings, Ernest & Mary Marie
apricot, lilac, lime. 32-40.
223977
20.95
Funeral services were Tuesday
-11endersga, Charles & Patrice
224000
32.95 afternoon at 2 p. m. at the W. W.
'Tholiffeld;Perlie
(In TALL and JUNIOR sizes fool
224044
32.00
Estelle
&
Pete
leid,
-Holif
224045
with
Chapel
Home
Funeral
Jones
199.94
Jones, Jack E.
224169
12.97 Rev. J. R. Ramlin officiating.
..
Kelly, J. L
224199
7.40 Burial was in Camp Ground
Kenny, Will Allen
224205
9.07 Cemetery.
Kerney, NY A.
224208
21.69
He leaves three brothers, Lee DEPARTMENT STORE
Lackey, Tegoul
224237
38.88 Jones, Fulton, Lonnie Jones,
Linton, Mrs. Cora
224282
38.47
Fulton
Madding, Jack
lie Jones, Walla 448-52 Lake St.
224305
10.75 Dresden, Dol
Mann. S. A.
224322
21.95
Ottawa
Lucas
Morris,
224384
17.09
Morris, Reba Patterson
224386
8.71
Morris, Reba Patterson & Veatrice Morris
224387
55.89
Moss, L. L.
224394
27.30
McGowan, Addie
224448
24.24
McMillen, Harold
224458
51.43
Owens, R. A.
224508
18.77
Patterson, Cornelius
224527
20.44
Patton, Eliza M.
224531
100.48
Patton, Mose, Jr.
224534
13.84
Polk, Ezra
Originally sold to $30 a Pair
224565
17.09
Scales, Oney
224675
Widths and sizes in all styles !
68.44
Sevier, Martha W
224690
49.85
Mettle
Smith,
224729
61.5a
Stone, Miss Olma Gay
224769
. 66.54
Stout, D. B.
224771
6.27
Stratton, Mrs. Jane
224773
10 38
.
Sutherland, R. H. Sr.
224781
13.73
Vaughan, Mayme Carter
224855
13.73
A.
Wallace, Berry, Eat.
224886
3.38
Originally sold $5.95 to $7.95 Pair
Walters, Sam
224892
7.04
Water, Hazel
224904
Widths and sizes in all styles
7.04
•.
Williams, Mary Barton
224965
24.10
Minnie
Mrs.
Winstead,
224989
84.14
Workman, Paul
225007
2
NO.
DISTRICT
IAL
MAGISTER
(These shoes ar• factory returns)
$ 40.47
Davis. Louis c.,
225076
2.76
Doughty. Mary' S.
225083
, 166.75
Guy, Sarah Wade & A. M
225100
6.17
Easley, Walter
225138
133.43
Fuller. J. L.
225349
6.17
Johnson, Alex, Est.
225404
8.30
Main Street Old Huddleston Bldg. Fulton, Ky.
Johnson, Mrs. Dora
225406
•
11.70
•
.
.
.%
Mai
Vina
Ross,
225498
11.51
Sublett, Harry, Jr
225528

'

WET MOPS. 69c
Johnson's liquid

Just Arrived For Spring & Easter!
Ladies "Name" brand shoes
$3.50 down to $1.00 PAIR

.EANERS

of Detroit; a brother, Festus
Grissom of East St. Louis, Ill.,
two sisters, Mrs. Jennie Sudberry
of East St. Louis, ill., and Mr%
Tom Harrison of Ridgley, Tenn
She leaves eight grandcnildren
and 17 great grandchildren

rs!
Community Club Award Membe
at
club
your
Get "credits" for
Puckett's Standard Service Station

PASTE WAX..69c

ICASNOW'S

NDRY

She is survived by a son, Jack
Harrington 'of Detroit; :our
daughters, Mrs. Den,nie French,
Mrs. Walter McClanahan of Fulton, Mrs. Kelly Jones of Martin,
Route 3, and Mrs. Paul Stanko

Johnson's

Bill Jones
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is! All dirt.
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finish and
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letter press
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le cleaning
•dayl
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J. F. Lucy

Mrs.Ina Harrington

Funeral services for J F. Lucy,
resident of McConnell, were held
Monday, March 24, at 2 p. m. at
Johnson Grove Baptist Church
near Harris Station. Burial was
in the Hickman cemetery with
the Rev. Robert Moore officiating.
Mr. Lucy died at 3 p. m. Saturday at the Hillview hospital
here after a short illness. He had
been in failing health for the past
two years but became seriously
ill about two weeks ago.
He was born and spent all of
L. B. Boulton, retired Pilat Oak his life in the Woodland Mills
farmer was found dead in his community until eight years ago
bed Saturday morning by his when he moved to McConnell.
wife, Mrs. Alma Boulton. He was He was a farmer. He was a mem72.
ber of the Johnson Grove BapGraves County Coroner Jack tist Church, American Legion of
Anderson said death apparently Hickman and was a veteran of
was caused by a heart attack. Mr. World War I.
Boulton had been in bad health
He is survived by his wife,
for six years and had been under Mrs. Nela Smith Lucy, whom he
treatment for heart trouble • the married March 2, 1941; five sons,
past several months, the coroner James F. Lucy, Jr., Hickman,
said.
Robert Alexander Lucy, Wingo;
Mr. Boulton was born in Obion James Lucy, McConnell, Winston
County, Tenn., but had spent Lucy, McConnel, Johnny Wayne
most of his life in Graves County. Lucy, McConnell; five daughters,
He retired from active farming Mrs. Watson, Hickman, Mrs.
six years ago on account of his Francis Bailey, Humboldt, Mrs.
health.
Ruth Crews, Ilumboldt, Mrs.
Besides his wife, he leaves a Irene Poole, Detroit, Mich.; 4 stepdaughter, Mrs. Woodeow Alder- children, Thomas Sheppard, Fuldice, wife of the mayor of Marion, ton, Mrs. Estelle Underwood,
Ky.; and a sister, Mrs. Cora Gil- Union City, Mrs. Monette Harding,
key of Graves County. s
Martin; 12 grandchildren, a stepServices were held Sunday af- grandchild, a sister, Mrs. Della
ternoon at 2:30 at the Pilot Oak Jones, Detroit and a number of
Baptist Church. The Rev. Ray nieces and nephews.
Fleming officiated. Burial, under
direction of Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home of Dukedom, was
in the church cemetery.

TIN ROOF REPAIR

boys won
the Obion
Tournament
nada v ner
Wednes1 for their
tournament.
lost
only team
a this year,

Walla, Wash.; two Sisters, 14s.
W. D.°molt,014iiilait,.Mrs. Cask
Vowell, Paris.

Children's "Name" Brand shoes
$2.50 down to 60c PAIR

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

qt. Jar

2-1b. can
1
Morton House oven baked 1/

Pet Evaporated Milk
2Tall29c 3Small 25c

Hunt's Tomato

CATSUP....19c
Swift's PARD

2-Lb. box Golden West

14-oz. bottle

3 1-1b. cans

CHEESE...69c DOG FOOD...49c
Crystal Strawberry

20-oz. glass

Flavor Kist 4-in-1

1-lb box

Preserves .... 49c CRACKERS...29c
Kraft Prepared Mustard
6-oz. Jar 10c 9-oz.jar 15c

Heifetz

Dill Pickles....25c

1000 CCA Bonus Credits for Grinding Orders: for New Customers
1000 CCA Bonus Credits per ton on Feed and Fertilizer
Field and Garden Wire, Corrugated and 5V Metal Roofing
All Kinds of Seeds and Feeds
We Give a 5% Cash Discount on all Analyses of Armour's Big Crop Fertilizer
FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT
PHONES 602 -603
We,Reserve The Right To Limit Ouanities
Prices Good ONLY Friday and Saturday, March 28th and 29th

A. C. Butts & Sons
WE GIVE COMMUNITY CLUB AWARD CREDITS ON EVERYTHING WE SELL

'58 Easter Egg
Hunt Abandoned
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Calendar Of Events For South
Fulton Senior Class Announced
The Calendar of Events for
Fulton High School is as follows:
April 3-4-5, Music Contest at
Murray State College; April 9-1011, Fulton City Schools dismissed
so teachers can attend the K. E.
A. meeting in Louisville; evening of May 1, Music Festival, display of items made in Manual
Arts shop and Home Ec. display;
May 9, Junior-Seaior Prom at Carr

Bowling

The American Legion Auxiliary
will again send two local girls
to Girl State this year, it was
decided at a dinner-meeting of
the group March 18 at the Legion
Home.
The group also voted to give
$5.00 to the Red Cross drive.
A delicious pot-luck supper was
served at 8:30, with Mrs. Frank
Barber and Mrs. H P. Allen, Jr.
as hostesses. The meeting was
then called to order by the president, Mrs. Joe Holland. There
was the advancement of colors
and the pledge to the flag.
During the business session the
roll was called by the secretary
and the treasurer's report was
given.
Mrs. Frank Wiggins had charge
of the program, the subject be(left) ing "Community Service."

Auditorium; May 18, baccalaureate sermon at First Methodist
Methodist Church; May 21, in the
afternoon, Seniors' class day at
Carr Auditorium, and In the
evening, Junior High commencement evercise at Carr Auditorium;
and on the last day of school,
May 23, Special Honors Day at
the high school building.

Rev. Woodside
To Deliver Sermon
Woodside,
Rev. Oakley
The
pastor of the Cumberland PresChurch, Fulton, has
byterian
been asked to conduct the baccalaureate sermon at Crockett
Mills School in Crockett, Tenn.,
on May 4.
The local minister is a graduate of the school.
Go To CHURCH Sunday

Electric Water Heater
can be installed anywhere

SAFETY,
CONVENIENCE,
ECONOMY!

rE

Bowling Results
For Friday Told

K. U. SAFETY AWARD— Richard S. Gregory
Paducah, Kentucky Utilities Company Western Division manager, and William A. Duncan, Jr., K. U. vice
president, hold the two awards won by Western Division employees in the annual division safety contest.
The Western Division had the best records in prevention of public accidents and motor vehicle accidents,
operating throughout 1957 without a public accident
and with only five minor motor vehicle accidents, none
of which involved personal injuries. In addition the
Western Division was runner up in employee safety.

In the Ken-Tenn
The big annual Easter Egg
League games at Mayfield Friday
Hunt, which has been sponsored
night, the Swift's Ice Cream team
by the Marshall Alexander Post
won two from Taylor Chevrolet
of the American Legion for the
and Taylor Chevrolet defeatCo.
be
not
will
years,
past several
Ice Cream in one game.
Swift's
ed
held this year at Fulton.
Parts dropped three
Auto
Jones
This decision was made at a
to Neighboyhood Grocery.
games
Thursday
Legion
meeting of the
The high individual game of
evening. The reason for not havBill Bennett
ing the hunt again this year was 222 was rolled by
Grocery. He also
due to the fact that Easter Sun- of Neighborhood
series.
day comes at an early date, April won the high three
the
that
feared
was
it
6, and
weather would be too bad at that
COULDN'T TELL TIME
time, according to Commander
Fred Homra.
The Fulton County Courthouse
officials
A very large crowd was pres- clock has been giving the
ent at the meeting Thursday and those who live in the general
it
evening, which had been design- area fits lately. Sometimes
struck, sometimes it didn't and
ated as "Ministers' Night".
completely stopped
The Rev. R. C. Morris, pastor lately it had
according to the
of the First Methodist Church of keeping time,
Clinton and veteran of World Courier.
To remedy the situation, Judge
War II, was principal speaker for
the evening.
J. C. Bondurant decided to bring
the matter before the court last
week. At 2 o'clock just as he
was bringing up the subject, the
Calloway Has Many
clock struck 2.

Acres Of Commercial

Sawtimber
Tuesday, March 18, was a special Forest Land,
head
Kerr,
day in the life of Don
Calloway County has 81,400
of the personal loan department acres of commercial forest land
of the Old and Third National and 170,6 million board feet of
Bank at Union City, and the sawtimber, according to a survey
All typos of isisnramos
employes of the bank took ad- completed by TVA foresters last
the
with
year
40th
Als
of
vantage
SAVE: ! GET our
July.
institutiorf to give him a surprise
reforestry
TVA
Nelson,
D.
MessenR.
the
party, according to
PACK ftGE DEAL
presentative at Paris, Tennessee,
ger.
per'Coveriag overrouse
To set up the party the bank !aid that the survey shows 31
employes had Mr. Kerr called cent of the county area forested.
422 Lake St.
from his office on business and Of the total sawtimber volume,
when he returned at 3 15 and 167.4 million board feet is hard- Fatten. Ky.
Phone 4011
went into the directors room to woods, only 3.2 million board
greetfeet softwood.
The calendar of events for the Interest rates on fans real hang up his coat, he was
South Fulton Senior Class is as estate loans began a retreat from ed with • ready-made celebratfollows.
the high level of the recent tight- ion in his honor.
For the OCC11810/11., a cake had
On April 18 at 8 p. m. in the money° period when the Federal
been specially baked and inscribSouth Fulton school auditorium Land Bank of Louisville last week
ed "40th Anniversary" and a bowl
the Senior play, "A Little Honey" lowered its interest rate on new
of punch had been prepared. Mr.
per5
to
percent
5%
loans
from
63
be
will
HEAD
63
by William Davidson,
Kerr was also given a gift certicent.
presented. The cast of characters
a suit of clothing of
The drop in rate will mean ficate for
consists of Laraine Fields, Billy
his choice
Copeland. Joan Tune, Grady substantial savings to farmers in
and
Archie, Jimmie McCollum, Nancy Ohio. Indiana, Kentucky
27 BULLS and 34 FEMALES
Faulkner, Joan Manard, Mildred Tennessee who on and after March
loans
Bank
Land
Federal
obtain
19
Pierce, Norma Hendon, Gerald
Powell, Sandra Gantbill and Ann through their local national farm
loan associations.
Strange.
In taking this action the Bank's
The baccalaureate sermon will
7 Miles Southwest of Hopkinsville, Ky.
The South Fulton P-TA met
be on May 4 at the First Baptist board of directors gave the reMrs.
19, at the school. with
Highway No. 164 — Newstead Road
Church, with the Rev. H. E. Rus- duction double barreled effect by March
the
over
presiding
Walker
C.
0.
per5
new
sell, pastor of the First Methodist not only making the
GEORGE 1.1LLY
—OWNERS.—
HENRY LILLY
session,
cent rate effective on loans closed business
Church, as speaker.
fifth
Hancock's
Curtis
Mrs.
Class night will be May 6 at from today on. but also extendgrade and the 10th grade won
8 o'clock at the South Fulton ing its benefits to all borrowers
room count awards
the
the
in
made
were
loans
whose
commence
auditorium, and the
Glenn Bushart was speaker
Dr.
interest
of
rate
a
carry
and
past
ment exercise will be on Thurs2 Senior Herd Bulls — Baca Duke Domino, 6 years
afternoon and in his talk
the
for
percent.
5
day night, May 8, at the South In excess of
on -Mental Health." he pointed
old, U. IC, Larry, 6 years old; 1 Junior Herd Bulb
Fulton auditorium. - The address
out the factors in the home life
will be delivered by Dr. Harry
and the school life of the young
19 Service Age Bulls: 7 Bull Prospects; 27 Bred
Sparks, Dean of the Education
child that lead up to mental
State
Heifers; 7 Open Heifers.
Department of Murray
health problems.
College.
anwas
it
meeting
At the
Heifers Are Bred to H. H. Zato Heir 621 and L. B. Larry Dom 91
There are 40 members of the
George D. Corder, member of nounced that the spring roundup
T. B. TESTED
ALL CATTLE CALFHOOD VACCINATED
Service
graduating class this year.
Extension
be
Kentucky
the
for pre-school children will
EconoSome
in Agriculutre and
held on Monday and Tuesday.
Selling At End Of Registered Sale
mics since 1940 and soils special- April 14 and 15th.
50 Head Choice Hereford Steers
ist since 192, has been appointExtension
ed chairman of
Registered Spotted Poland China Boars will he Available
Programs by the U. of K. Board
his
assume
Sale Rain Or Shine In Sale Barn (Heat If Needed!
will
He
Obion County school bus driv- of Trustees.
1.
April
duties
new
night
Monday
ers had their day
In his new post, Corder will
GIVEN AWAY — One Open Heifer Calf — FREE!
in Hornbeak, when their safethe statewide extension
Watches. Clocks and Tins*
driving records were recognized direct
To Any Purchaser of Cattle — Door Prise 2100
4-H program, in which approx- Moss of All Kinds Reeswith certificates and awards.
and
boys
Kentucky
70,000
irately Repaired at Low Cowl
Lunch Served
Under the sponsorship of the imately
enrolled. The 4-H work
byWoodmen of the World, with the girls are
on in each of the counCome early and look over the cattle
co-operation of the Obion County is carried
agriculthe
by
state
the
of
ties
school system, the awards were
1uctioneeps — COL. STANLEY FRITZ, COL GEORGE KURTZ
and home demonstration
presented following a dinner tural
agents.
extension
given the 45 drivers and their
wives.
Judge Andrew T. 'Tip' Taylor
of Jackson, a gubernatorial candidate, addressed the group.
The certificates were presented
by Joel Shore, superintendent of
the' school system, while other
awards were made by Grover
58 FORD
Shannon of Jackson, state managCUSTOM 300 TUDOR
er of the W. 0. W.

Calendar Of
Events For Fulton
High Announced

1

DEWEY JOHNSON

Interest Sate
On Farm Loans
Lowered By Bank

3rd Annual Production, Sale
Registered Hereford Cattle

Dr. Bushart
Speaks At Meet

Location: Lilly Bros. Hereford Farm

THURS., APRIL 3-. 12:00 NOON

Corder To Direct
Work Of 4-H Clubs

Bus Drivers Are
Presented Awards

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Lew Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

See the bwest-priced car of the low-price three at •.•

Go To CHURCH Sunday

• No flames...
• No fumes...
• No long pipe
runs that
waste heat

Once you install on electric water
heater, you forget it. You're wit for
years of real convenience . . spork•
ling clean hot water day and night.
No vents—no worry! No kng pipe
runs—no extra expensel Buy an elec.
hit water heater of the best size for
your fondly from your daler. It's of.

It's easy to look over this new FORD...
but you can't overlook it if you want to go finer
and save a lot of money at the same time

dm

airrovesoilhog PM model
IT'S THE
LOWEST-PRICED

FOR

FAMILY CAR OF THE
LOW-PRICE 3'
•Basond on rompar.son of rnsnufertorent•
suaelled retan chnivored print

—cleon—and outomoticl

Live Better . . . Electrically
with FULL HOUSEPOWER
If your home doesn't have proper wiring for this
and other major appliances, your dealer or our
office will be happy to offer recommendations for any wiring
changes or additions you desire.
Get a free HOUSEPOWER rating

for your home.

MAKF
0/JR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS'

PRICED
LOWER

Phone 42

Mayfield Highway

LOW-COST INSTALLATION
No need to vent it into chimney for safety

Stop in anytime...
meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of ,our choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

See for yourself how

YOU CAN TRADE BETTER WITH YOUR FORD DEALER

im 91/11111

-crest"

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Come in ...

J. V. CASH MOTOR CO.
Mayfield Highway
UNION

crrY, TENN.

Phone 42

— If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car — Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer—
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Q Who decides what conservat- won't it cut down my future al- The Fulton News, Thursday, March 27, 1958, Page 7
prices which is the same parity
level as used for supporting these ion practices I carry on my part- lotments?
A. No. Under your Conservation
crops during the 1967 crop year. icular farm?
Vaughn, Chairman of the Onion PRICE SUPPORT FOR INS
A. You do. There is a list of Reserve contract, the °velment
support
average
1958-crop
national
The
Price selitiorta for
Agricultural Stabilisation
County
"
rates announced by Mr. Bard are: approved practices for the county. agrees to protect your "allotment and Conservation Committee oats, bulgy, rye and grain sor(Ed's note: the 10H01084g information, supplied THE NEWS
ces.
list
this
circumstan
such
in
from
peeks
history
farmer
The
Oats, al cents per bushel based
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
reminded farmers to- ghums have been set at levels
Q. What is considered cropland Chairman,
on grade No. 3; Barley, 93 cents the practices best suited to his
agencies will be of special interest to prof/restive farmers in the
previous deadline for reflecting 70 percent of February
The
day
on
Reserve?
he
Conservati
under the
Ken- Tenn area):
per bushel eased on grade No. 2 needs. He gets advice, U
n
of applications for parity prices, according to C. C.
cancellatio
in row crops?
or better; Rye, $1.10 per bushel needs it, from the County Extens- Does it have to be
was February 20, Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County
crops
two
these
A. No. In general, all farm land
and
Stabilization
based on grade No. 2 or better; ion Agent or such agencies as
of the signup. Agricultural
date
closing
the
and will be eligible :or payment Grain Sorghum, $1.83 per hund- Soil Conservation Service, Forest is eligible for the conservation
WAS LOWER
Conservation Committee. Supports
Acrefor
cancelling
The
deadline
for cultiverIn 1959.
red-weight based on grade No. Service, or wildlife organizations. Re_serve if it is used
GRADE, LONGER STAPLE
age Reserve applications foe rice for the 1967 crops of the four gains
Q. How long a contract will be ed crops or tame hay.
were also at 70 percent of parity.
or
better.
2
1957
the
and tobacco was March 7.
Cotton ginned from
the
payment
the
annual
Is
Q.
Announced
Scholarship Program
The national average dollarsMr. Bard stated that the Ken- required?
the seasons for the
Explaining
crop averaged lower in grade but
grain
for
as
A. The minimum is 3 years. same for hayland
Two lucky youngsters will be tucky state and county support
extension, Mr. and-cents supports for 1958 are
cancellation-date
longer in staple than last year
That's in case the land to be land?
Vaughn said that the present Oats, 61 cents per bushel for
In most south central states ac- chosen again this year to re- rates, which are usually about
A. Normally not The program
the nat- put in the program already has
singup would require pay- Grade No. 3; barley, 93 cents per
corn
cording to Clyde C. McWhorter, ceive $1,003 Farm Bureau scholar- nine cents higher than
permanent cover. provides for a "non-diversion"
an- an approved
be
will
rates,
support
of
ional
director
Wilkins,
Jess
ships.
in excess of the Soil Bank bushel for Grade No. 3; rye, $1.10
ments
Area,
South
Central
of
Manager
He When cover has to be establish- rate when hayituid is placed in Act limitation, which
restricts per bushel for Grade No. 2 or
Cotton Division, Agricultpral Mar- the Young People's Department nounced in the near future.
This
on
Reserve.
or
Conservati
the
built
dam
ed, a water-storage
corn Acreage Reserve payments better, or No. 3 on test weight
keting Service, U. 8. Department of the Kentucky Farm Bureau, further stated that loans on these
rate
the
county
of
percent
at county wildlife shelter planted, the con- Is 30
million. All offerings of only; grain sorghums, $1.83 per
of Agriculture. Spotted grades ac- has announced that the Farm grains would be available
grain to a con- to $300
Scholarship ABC offices from the time of tract may be for 5 or 10 years. for diverting from
as reported from 'hundredweight for Grade No 2
acreage
corn
counted for the largest proport- Bureau- Winn- Dixie
If forest trees are to be planted, serving use. However, the rate
31, 1959.
would require pay- better (except mixed grain soroffice
State
ion of ginnings of any year on Program will be continued for harvest to January
of
Time is growing short for farm- the contract must be for 10 years. may be raised to 50 percent
ment of $313 million. It is ex- ghums). Local county rtes will
record in all south central states another year.
Q. How much do the payments the regular rate when all eligible
Only youngsters who are mem- ers to get into the 1958 Conserthat extension of the dead- be announced later.
pected
except Tennessee. Cool, wet wealand on the farm is placed in the
of the amount to?
line for cancellations will result
ther during a large part of the bers of Perm Bureau families will vation Reserve program
any
for
or
Reserve,
on
two
payConservati
types of
A. There are
is the signup
in a reduction of total requests NEW CANCELLATION DATE
season resulted in a prolonged be eligible to compete for the Soil Bank. April 15
ments. A per-acre rental pay- such land planted to forest trees. for participation in the program. SET FOR CORN AND COTTON
harvesting period which extend- scholarships. One boy and one deadline, C. C. Vaughn, County
a n d ment will be made each year. It may be raised to 100 percent
Stabilization
ACREAGE RESERVE
ed into March in some late sect- girl will be chosen from nominees Agricultural
Chair- The county ABC office can tell when all eligible land is planted PRICE SUPPORT FOR 195e
Committee
submitted by the 115 county Farm Conservation
ions.
The date for cancelling 1958
man, reminded local farmers to- you what the rate would be for to trees.
White Good Middling end Strict Bureaus in the state.
price- Acreage Reserve agreements for
average
;national
The
it
Can
pasture?
about
How
Q.
in
farm.
Also,
particular
your
This is the sixth consecutive day.
Middling grades accounted for a
support rates for 1968 crops of corn and upland cotton has been
With the signup heading into case of 5 and 10 year contracts, be put in the Reserve?
much smaller proportion of winn- year for the scholarship program,
soybeans and cottonseed were re- moved up through March 28, Roy
cannot
pasture
A.
Permanent
Bureau the home stretch, here are some the Government will pay up, to
Farm
by
ings this year than last year. administered
cently announced by the Depart- Bard, Fulton Agricultural Stabllias
classed
not
is
Winn- of the questions about the Con- 80 percent of the cost of estab- be, since it
Conservation CommitSpotted grades made up from with the cooperation of the
cropland. Rotation pasture can ment of Agriculture, C. C. Vaughn, tenon and
on
conservati
approved
an
lishing
commonly
for
s
most
Reserve
Application
servation
Inc.
about 24 per cent of ginnings in Dixie Stores,
Chairman, Obion County Agricul- tee Chairman, reminded farmers
as
cropland.
classed
is
if
it
be,
Conthe
on
designated
practice
answers
with
to
by
farmers,
asked
The previous deadline for
Tennessee to nearly 50 percent contestants must be submitted
Of course, no laud can be grazed tural Stabilization and Conser- today.
servation Reserve.
office:
of agreements for
today. cancellation
In Missouri. Grade Index of ginn- the Farm Bureau office in Louis- provided by the ABC
Committee, said
vation
in
the
contract
under
is
it
while
if
that
told
Q.
been
I
have
ent
Q. What is the idea of the Conrates for these crops was February 20, the
ings this season was the lowest on ville by June 30. Announcem
support
priceCounty
Reserve.
on
n
Conservati
helps
some wildlife organizatio
be made servation Reserve?
date of the signup. The
record In Louisiana and Missies- of the two winners will
Q. Is there a limit on how much 1958-crop oilseeds will be avail- dosing
be
A. Its main purpose is to with- me with the cost of a wildlife
for cancelling Acreage
deadlipe
ippi. lowest in Arkansas since In July. The youngsters will
later.
able
prothe
in
be
put
college draw cropland from production habit at practice, I cannot get cropland can
for tobacco
agreements
support
Reserve
1849 and lowest in Missouri and permitted to attend the
average
national
The
for the present and thus help cut the Federal payment. How about gram by one farmer?
of their choice.
are: 1748 March 7.
Tennessee since 1945.
A. No. You can put all your prices for 1958-crop oilseeds
down curpluses that hurt farm this?
Explaining the reasons for the
per bushel, 70
A. That is incorrect. That was cropland in the program, and Soybeans, $2.09
extension, Mr.
CATTLE PRICES MAY DROP prices and income and at the
SOLD ANY WOOL
of the February 1958 cancellation-date
percent
have
farmers
of
thousands
many
has
it
but
year,
last
rule
the
devote the acres taken
cottonseed, at Bard said that the present corn
Prices of better credal' of fed same time
and
SINCE APRIL I, 1557
price;
parity
There
country.
the
over
so
done
non-Fedout of production to conservat- been changed so that
about 65 per- sign up would require payments
If you have sold wool or un- cattle may drop sharply in the
eral help on wildlife pmcylces is, however, a limit of $5000 on a level reflecting
ion uses.
price of $88.80 In excess of the Soil Bank Act
parity
the
shorn lambs since April 1, 1957, next three months, says the Kenof
cent
proa
payment
Q. How is the Conservation Re- makes no difference in the Federal the total annual
seed. Loans limitation, which restricts corn
quality
chances are you have earned • tucky Experiment Station econaverage
ton
per
program
serve different from the Acreage cost-share payment. This is a ducer can receive in one
to
payments
Reserve
will be Acreage
cottonseed
d
payment under the Federell wool om ice department.
farm-store
on
isortion of the Soil Bank? special provision to allow local year for all farms in which he
The statement was made in the Reserve
incentive program. To collect it.
available at an average of $45 per $300 million.
an
interest.
has
and
organizindividuals
private
a
is
A. The Acreage Reserve
outlook
hi-weekly
100). Purchase
be sure to fee an application at department's
ton basis grade
program concerned ations to assist farmers in estyear-to-year
SUPPORT SEAL SALE
will be at an
producers
your County Agricultural Stabili- letter, Issued this week.
to
prices
D
EXTENDE
S
DEADLINE
of
are
which
with basic or "allotment" mops. ablishing practices
Easter
current
the
Support
ton basis grade
per
The price drop would be tied
$41
of
xenon and Conservation Office
average
1958
canceling
for
date
The
The conservation Reserve is a special benefit IA) wildlife.
campaign to raise funds for
Seal
differente
appropriat
with
(100),
not later than April 30. C. C. to several factors, the letter said.
for
s
application
Reserve
Q. I have a crop allotment on Acreage
longer term program concerned
ends
which
children
Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County These include the fact recent
has been ials for purchases from ((inners to crippled
with all cropland. Every farmer my farm. If I underplant that to corn and upland cotton
8.
Aprils
costs.
handling
ABC Committee, reminded farm- prices are from $7 to $9 higher
normal
reflect
C.
C.
28.
In every State is eligible for the get in the Conservation Reserve, moved up through March
than prices of 1967: that a geners today.
Conservation Reserve even though
for
price
in
trend
"the
up)ard
said,
"So far, Mr. Vaughn
eral
there may be no acreage allotnational average price for the 1957 such cattle has existed about a
ments on his farm.
wool clip is less than 82c per year; and a number of beef cattle
Q. Have there been any changes
infederal
under
pound. This means that a pay- slaughtered
In the program since last year?
ment will likely be made to in- spection in the last five months
A. The program is similar to
of as 13 percent below the same
growers regardless
dividual
last year's but it has been broadwhat they received for their own 1957 period.
ened. There is more emphasis on
wool."
wildlife and forestry practices, and
11/511 CROP
These applications, Mr. Vaughn
a wider choice of contract periods.
Roy Bard. Chairman of the
explained, are to cover wool and
ces, higher
not Fulton ABC ()bunt)? Comintttee, Under some circumstan
marketed
lambs
unshorn
national rates of payment are available.
the
announced
later than March 31, 1958. If today
All in all, more producers should
there is any detail of a sale price support rates for 1968-crop
to take
until oats, barley, rye, and grain sor- find it to their advantage
which Is not completed
part this Year.
levels
at
supported
be
will
transaction
the
ghum
after that date,
Q. Are more farmers actually
goes over into 1958 marketing, reflecUng 70 percent of parity
coming in this year than did a
year ago?
A. Yes, up to mid-February the
sfknup for the country as a whole
was running about 15 percent
ahead of a year earlier, and in
many areas much more. In nearly
half the States, participation was
double than at the same date a
year ASO.
by
Q. Will someone come around
to sign me Up before the deadHAROLD WILEY
line?
A. No, this is purely a volunYour Telephone Manager
tary program, and there will be
Visit
signer).
no farm-to-farm
your county ABC office. check
the 'opportunities and advantages
for your farm, then make your
own decision.
Q. If I decide to participate.
on
buds
the
what do I do? SPRINGTIME COLORS: It's the season for
show
A. You sign a contract with the
some of the trees and bushes around here to begin to
Government. agreeing to keep a
extennew
the
are
Nature
their colors. Right in tune with
specified tract or tracts of land
rose
out of production and under consion phones in delicate pastel shades: aqua blue,
have
still
servation praclices for a stated
(We
white.
and
gray,
light
beige,
pink, light
period of time. In return, the
They're
cherry red, yellow, moss green, and ivory, too!)
Government agrees to make anAnd
nual payments during the period
all pretty as they are practical. Even the cords match!
come
papering
of the contract and give you
and
since a lot of you will be painting
financial help in establishing a
springlovely
in
phones
spring, why not select extension
conservation practice on the land.
decorating
Q. What do you mean by "contime shades to match or contrast with your new
Office.
practices in this proBusiness
servation"
our
call
just
details,
further
colors. For
gram?
A. Practices are usually of three
types: Land cover-practices which
will help get a protective cover
e you
everywher
greases and legumes or trees
like
of
Seems
:
EXPERT
ITING
HANDWR
water conservation;
established
than
smarter
almost
look today machines are getting
through rams, pita, or pounds;
they're developcover,
habitat-including
wildlife
people. Right now at Bell Laboratories
to
nt
typewriter
improveme
marsh
portable
or
a
water,
as
big
as
ing a little machine—'bout
provide better conditions for wildOne

I

Farm News, Meetings, Events
corroN

NAME BRAND

LILLY

ION
years
Bull;
Bred

[Sum 91
F.STE!)

Mattress Sale
SYLCON

Telephone
Talk

10 Year Guarantee
Full Size or Twin

$44.50

table
e:1)

MEE!

$69.50

REGULAR

FOAM TOPPER $69.50

II'RTZ
mmseeemnie
•

Free Matching Box Spring
$139.00 Unit
REGULAR

NARCO UNIT - - $39.50
Free Matcliing Box Spring
- $79.00 Unit
REGULAR

en numbers.
—that can read and identify handwritt
office to
telephone
our
in
here
right
it
using
day we'll be
mean
That'll
lly.
record Long Distance numbers automatica
It's
costs.
down
cutting
saving a lot of extra work and
being
constantly
are
this
like
nice to know little machines
keep costs down
developed by telephone folks to help
help keep your
we
way
one
It's
service.
and speed up
today.
is
it
bargain
telephone the big
• • •

as a two-year-old honey
LOVE THAT PHONE... Proud
the phone for the
Answering
child should be, isn't she?
very first time. Whether
you're going on two or
half past forty, your telephone brings s heap of
pleasure and satisfaction.
(There's even something
exciting about its ring!)
For fun, for friendship,
and for more good livin'
than you can shake a stick
at -- just reach for your
phone.

life.

It's grand
as a PAMELA

salad dressing
and a spread!

Wade Has Many
More Name Brand Mattress
At Reduced Prices
SALE ENDS SATURDAY
MARCH 29th

Made by
KRAFT
from the
on. nod only
MIRACLE
WHIP
sad spot41
pickle relishes

Mita
Sandwith

ADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"TRADE WTH WADE AND SAVE"

LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103

•

A

• .,•••••
•

Hurry-- Last Three Days!Sale Ends Saturday

10 0t. Plus* Pal
PIN/90991•••
waft meal
was Weal

Southern States

deal er
limy is

lbseskr

-

BIG ANNUAL

••••11111111.

SALE affik
PRICE

Spring Sale

Gelvadzed Bea*
Fast. Wino (No. 611)
l Gala meal
‘
ky.ior
S
U.S... diem
assay te
19 "wow
Pelaa-$3.48

SALE
PRICE

S. S. Fano & Howe WIseeierrow

Unico Powerliner

sapeshy heaped. Tubule,'WA
endereerriage. Scratch-

Premium
Cushion
, Tire

51111A. leended
freed for rosy pawing.

Regular Price $9.95

SALE
PRICE

SO FL
Musk Lawn Mon

24 Ft.
Extension
Ladder

ST‘Prel. 1.111 due. 3 cu. ft.

(No. 150SP)

$2.65

pee* epeesse
plasikr 96°
1.114A easy to
mem alit*.
dam

o

Pie
I woi
my q
woul(
Dei
Yot
sons
45 ye
feet e
Hol
prom
longe
not la
Dear
The
and e
Hot
one
MAIM
Will I
Pie
paper
Dear
I h

$3.25

SALE PRICE 9.99
[The

Spread bottom, complete with
rope, pulleys. Made for strength,

App
W,

ip
tong life. Hardwood flanges

Reed Pelted Lag Raids Sbevel

670 x 15 4 Ply

4 $9.

Rend Gerdes Rake

SALE
PRICI '10.,‘,
14 ds

itegular Price.-$3.58

SAM-

SALO
PRICE ...

AU
PTL;

(No. R1114)

$25.05

Regular Price

ash handh.

kigh carbon steel blade.

$20.60 plus tax

.sill

braced for added safety.

(R.52)

Top Quality super tires for today's high powered
driving. Greater comfort and safety, easier steering,
better traction. Less air pressure gives smoother, softer
ride. Unconditional guarantee for if, of tread.

PRICE$14.95

public

any I
offer.
they
Curate

sspeaer

Pace

57,95

(Tubed)

Regular Price

(PA
us Nu
Comm
N CW1
this
medid
sw•ret
lions
or in,
.red
provld

ok

11 teeth,

round bow
5 ft handl*

Ihrg.olor

$265

Prin.

SALE PRICE S1.95

6
1
.68

Cl

S. S. Dry Charge Battery
(1CY90)

Shallow Well Jet Pump
(Model HNB1211)

Acid added when you bey
it--you get 100% Pomo'.
long life. Pits most popular
tort 45 plates 111 me.
guarantee.•

egular Price.$1.5.10

10" Fades Piers

(No. 50)

'(No.'1932)

ir•OP

IS

$8.25 Down
and Low Monthly
Payments

c
"

°`4
SALE PRICE 511.95 P:::.,,

Cereholly iseatimed.
Need based.

A1
tt%

Ilbordor Priss---1.11.10

SALE
PRICE

PI

High Wheel Cultivator
Complete with woldboafd
plow, 5-pronged cultivator
shovel Power applied ahead of
°ale gives pelting effect. for
gardens or swell Nutt farms

Regular Price .$10.05

$2.35

$75
•3

SALE

PRICE

31

ado. 150va

Flood Lamp
Complete

with

fixture and

mounting accessories. Easily
mounted on house, barn, pole,
patio or lawn Ideal for
driveway, livestock area.
family recreation.

Regular Price .$4.49

SALE
PRICE

$2.99

Ball bearing heavy duty motor lubricated for lifenever needs attention. Complete with built in jet, 12
gal. tank, air volume control, pressure switch, foot
valve. 1/3 H. P. motor. For depths to 25 ft.

Regular Price

SALE
PRICE

loll bearing heavy duty motor lebrierted
for lif•--riever needs attention. Complete
with let 12 gal, tall lank, foot volve, strainer,
M.P. motor. For depths
air volwme control.

y,

SALE
PRICE

SALE
PRICE

$172.35

109.95

$11.00 Down and Low

Monthly Payments

$9.70

Regular Price

to 120 ft. Easy to install.

(SBS55)

161

1111 ~b.*.IlltAxtm

$6.45

25 lb. 1•2 Fill
poll. Woo's
* harden or clog.
Highly wat•r
c•sistant.

Regular Price $14.25

...$8150

Zinc grip steel tank, electrically
welded Seamless brass
pump. Positive acting
oil proof valve.

Like Gee Grease

Iron base Ad iustabl• toot
rest, guard and sickle holci,ng
attachment. Top quality high speed
cool-cutting abrasive cone
and tool wheel

4

ifeerem,

(No. 140)

(Model Hla

Regular Price

•

3/
2 Gal. Sprayer
1

Deep Well JetPump
•

$130.75

Power Tool & Sickle Grinder

IN.gwtor
Proc•

SALE
PRICE

5 G. Vito White
haw & Bars Point
•

4,1vicgti&

8.95

SALE PRICE

15 90

4.65

3/4"Plastic 1);:-.1

Eery to oppry,
reit coveraee.
Luise

75 lbs. pr....... 100% virgin
polyethylene. light, flexible,
easy to install. long life.
Not hurt by freezing.

checking.
crackles

Reg. Price 104 per ft.

Novo's,
Pries, _$l .5O

SALE PRICE

$13.95

SALE
PRICE

mr
poi ft.

Southern States Fulton Co-operative
CENTRAL AVENUE
400•11\
taiesiuTt4o,
g • 1../V

SOUTH FULTON

YOUR SOUPIERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

PHONE 399
SOU THERDI
STATES
001.1•4".4

044144

Pal

1

Yloo•
a metal
i. Waal

es Ais.
law le
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Oar
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PATRICIA LATANE

Mrs. Carey Visteas •
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•PIERCE STATION

CAYCE NEWS
Clariee Bondurant •

Mrs. Charles Lew* •

•ROCK SPRINGS

Mrs. Colen Brown visited Mrs.
Veatch Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Veatch
spent awhile Friday afternoon.
with Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green.
Toni Lee spent the week end
with her grandmother, Mrs. Lorene
Howell.

, Ella

Mrs. Nettie Lou Copeien •
Mr. Jim Lucy died at Hillview
We are sorry Mrs. A. Simpson
Mr. Dave Mathis Is suffering
be
will
Saturday.
He
Hospital
quite a bit from an attack of is la the Fulton hospital with
Cemetery
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Straighter
LATANE
answers you won't marry either of these shingles. He is receiving some Virus infection. We wish her a buried at Johnson Grove
111ATRICIA
this afternomi (Monday). He was visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell
no questions In person. Address all
care.
recovery.
marry
in
speedy
will
medical
you
man
men,
the
communications to her c/o ThIE
a member of the local church. Sunday.
NEWS and wetch for •newer hi September
of this year' you
Mrs. Bill Oadberry and son. His friends extend sincere symMr. and Mrs. Ed Frields spent
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
this column. Question* regarding
but will meet in the weekend in Dresden, house Freddie are visiting her sister
medsdlne. health can best be •n• haven't met yet,
pathy to the family.
Mrs. Ella- Veatch visited Mrs.
the very near future and you will guests of children Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Jack Lavine and Mr. Lavine
awered
by your physiolan;
Mrs. Hall Glover of Union City, Julia Byrd and Oscar Finch Suntions regarding handling of money fall madly in love with him and Eric Cunningham.
of Chicago, M.
or i nnnnn mint* can boot be anewHighway returned from a hosp- day afternoon.
you.
with
he
ered by your banker. THE HEWS
Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mrs. ital near Kansas City, Saturday
Bro. Arthur Wilkerson filled
Phillip Elliott spent 'Monday
provides this column purely tie •
his regular appointment at New Chester Wade and Andy, spent and is improving since a recent with Elmoore Copelen and family.
public forum and does not immegt
any responsibility for the answers Dear Pat,
Salem Baptist Church the past Tuesday and Wednesday in Mem- operation.
Luther Veatch visited Marshal
offered, although In
many cases
Please answer some questions Sunday at 11 a. in.
phis, Tenn. with Mrs. Ethel Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rogers vis- and Johnnie Moore Sunday.
have
proved extremely as.
they
wilt
FAST W.
"News".
celebratOliver
weeks
Mrs.
next
family
for me in
curate.)
Mrs. Sam Mathis and daughter, and
ited his brother, Bert Rogers, in
NIIITHBON INHAJL.A.NT1
Adams
of
Hubert
seems
Mrs.
Mr.
and
minute
town
to
Tuesday.
Will I go to another
When each
Memphis Hospital one day last
Sammie Jane and Elizabeth Olive, ed her birthday
spasms of
Please do not print my letter. make it my home?
Fulton spent Sunday with his like no eternity.
Bondurant and week.
relieved
Mrs. Daigle
and Mr. J. W. Bynum, spent
asthma
Bronchial
I would like /or you to answer
Please tell me something about Saturday in Memphis, Tenn. with Clarice spent Tuesday and Wedquickly (umually within 1
Ray Adams of Martin, Tenn. sister, Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
minute) with NEPHRON
my questions by number if you the enclosed handwriting.
Route 2
of
Russell
Mary
Miss
silth
Sam
Memphis,
Tenn.
sister,
Mrs.
father
Mr.
in
visiting
his
nesday
has been
husband and
INHALANT. Most chromic 111BIng
Mr.
and
of
wouldn't mind.
guest
Sunday
the
was
Is this person sincere? Of good Mathis.
oases respond. HeSardlool of ,111,41111
in
Fulrelatives
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and C. E. Lowe and
what you have tried. you
W. E. M.
character and a reputable citizen?
ton the past week. He just re- Mrs. George Cooley.
Ken.
owe it to yourself to try
left
SunRickman
Mr.
Johnnie
Mrs.
Bud
and
Dear W. E. M.
Lowe
Ernest
Mrs..
14117HRON. See us he full
Will we marry? If so, when?
Miss Mary Ann Simpson who turned from Norfolk, Va. after Stem were in Paducah one day
particulars.
You will find a G in this per- Would it be for the best for me? day for his home in Akron. Ohio.
his
with
weeks
10
spending
alter several days visit with par- is in school in Murray, Ky. spent
City Drug Co.; Evans Drug Co
sons initials, it is a man around
Could you tell me where I can ents Mr. and Mrs. J. Carbitt the weekend with her parents daughter, Mrs. Bob Glisson, and last week.
45 years of age and around 5 find two keys to a padlock that
family after the death of his wife
Ftickman, and
other
relatives Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
feet and 10 inches tall.
has been misplaced somewhere in around this section.
in December.
is
in
Charles A. Burns who
Hold out; you can keep your my home?
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond
Leslie, small son of Mr. and school in Murray, Ky. spent ,the and Don of Nashville, spent the
promise, as its not for very much
Thank You,
.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter sustained a weekend with his parents Mr. week end here. Mrs. Raymonds
longer just a few months; will
Waiting for reply.
dislocated finger the past week, and Mrs. Arthur, Burns. Mrs. Inze
not last thru summer.
Dear Waiting:
mother, Mrs. Mattie Rogers, went
while playing ball at PaLmers- Menees and Narune visited a few
home with them for a two weeks
I see you are a member of the
days
last
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
able
he
is
now
grade
school,
ville
Dear Pat,
visit.
Lonely Hearts Club, I don't know
Clyde Linder.
There are two men in my life what has become of the girls and to use the finger.
Wilson spent Sunday
Jerry
We are sorry to hear of the night in Paducah visiting his
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Mathis and
and each one says he loves me. women of this day and time, why
Both want to marry me. Which would they want to write some sons Mayfield, Ky. and Mr. and death of Miss Lillian Luten who mother Mrs. Wallace Cunningone means it? Which will I club and get a list of mer to Mrs. Gaither Mathis and daugh- Passed away at her home in ham and family.
marry? What are his initials? write to them that they know ter Kay, visited their parents Louisville, Ky.. The body was
Will he be good to my little girl? nothing at all about and never Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis of brought back to Hickman, Ky. We have complete stocks
for funeral and burial Miss Luten
Please answer in next weeks seen. You don't know If they this village the past Sunday.
Among those who were victims was born and reared near Cayce.
Our TV repair men are trtained to
paper.
have a Isrife or not, if they are
We extend sympathy to her
service every standard set. Call
Than; you,
ex-convicts or not, I just don't of influenza in a new outbreak
Lee
understand you, when there are the past week are: Mr. Burnett
us for dependable service.
Mr. and Mrs. Hess Cash of
for HOME and FARM
Dear Lee:
single men and widowers in your Lints, and Mrs. Nampo Harris,
I hate to disappoint you but own town that you know are each have recovered to the extent Ed,dyville, Ky. visited Mrs. Clara
Machines
good reputable men, you know they have resumed their work at Carr Saturday afternoon.
Merit.
Mrs. Eva Johnson spent several
their character etc. As for the Mayfield
Phone 307
BENNETT FLEPTRIC
306 Main Street
writing you sent me it isn't his
Over at the Roy Vincent house, days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
FULTON
PHONE 201
writing, he is getting someone he and Mrs. Vincent are busy with Rob Johnson.
else to write for him. My advice interior decorating. They have
to you is to find someone in your done their own papering and reITS HERE
own town. Someone you know painting and are commended on
The Sensational New Invention
the appearance.
something about.
Setherlaad's "MD" Truss
Mr. Walter Cunningham conNo Belts — No Straps —
Dear Pat,
tinues to steadily improve at his
No Odors
Yes, for an outfit
I read your column every week home in District No. 19.
Approved by Doctors — The
and enjoy reading it very much.
World's Most Comfortable
you'll wear again and again, you'll
I would like for you to answer
Truss
of August.
a few questions for me please.
Go for a Style-Mart MATCH-MATE—
Will he marry me? Does he
The boy I go with tells me he
we
are
really
love
me?
How
and
many
years
much
me
very
loves
Fultess
408 Lake $t.
It's a rich sport coat and slack
planning on marrying at the end difference in our ages? His initials?
combination In which the stocks match
Thank you,
F. M.
colors with the dominant hue of the
P. S. Do I love him?
Dear F. M.
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—, If you have to ask someone if
you love him, you sure don't beWe have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
cause when you fall in love, you
financial,circumstances. You will not find prices more
don't have to ask anyone, you

ASTHMA

led*
611)

AI *OIL

4, shut.

masa
la gasps.

isa43.48

$2.65

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

Dayton V-Bells

Roper Television

your good companion in style

1

CITY DRUG CO.

I) 1 1 1 0111
Rake

vnd be.,
handle

The Whitnel Funeral Home

STYLE-MART

ledd

*1.95

reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES— We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
408 EDDINGS STREET
PHONE 88

for

dboord

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE tktnoin.t AT _

Itivator

,ead of

,Ct. POI
forms.

0.05

53

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 201

es

i lb E2 Fill
poll. Won't
den or dog.
Highly wol•r
resItions.

valor
CO

Stall

64.65
the,

STILETTO TOE

•

le
e- 9

0(. vergin
flexible,
Long life.
y Heeling.

I per ft.
WITH THE •EAUTIELIL FIT

per ft.

Our stiletto toe hes all the
luxurious toe room Naturalizer is

Is famous for ... o beautiful
sheath for your foot that
comes to fashion's
finest point.
•

lye

RE 399

ITHERN
TATES
wally

I

$9.95 to $12.95

BURTT'S SHOE STORE

will know it. No, you will not
marry this man in August; no he
doesn't love you. He is the type
that all girls should be aware of,
he takes your love and forgets
you. There are 9 years difference
in your age; there is a J in his

Dear Pat,
I read your column every week
and enjoy it very much. I would
like for you to answer a few
questions for me.
Will it be all right in everyway for me to share an apartment with the woman that wants
me to? I am alone and so is she
and I don't know just what to do.
We have been good friends all our
lives. I wanted to ask you what
you thought.
I have written you before and
never did see it in the paper.
I would appreciate it .f you
would answer this in the paper.
I take the paper and read It every
week.
Thank you,
L. A. H.
Dear L A. H.
I don't see why you would
want to share an apartment with
this friend when you know your
views are all together different
and It wouldn't work out, you
would be moving again in a
couple months, so my advice to
you is not to share the apartment.
Dear Pat,
Will you please answer some
questions for me?
Is the man I am writing to a
good man? Will we ever marry?
If so how long will it be? Has
he ever been married? Does he
have any property?
Will my health ever be any
better?
Thanks Pat, I take the News.
Worried mind,
J. L. D.
6
Dear J. L D.
I don't understand how anyone could fall in love my letters
and with someone they don't
even know except thru a lonely
hearts club. This man you are
writing has been married and is
the father of 5 children, whom
he doesn't support. All he owns
is the clothes on his back. He is
In hopes that you have a lot of
property and money because he
doesn't like work. He is a shiftless type person and you certainly
will have another mouth to try
and feed if you marry him, and
you can if you want to, but I
certainly hope you wake up before it's too late, as your life has
not been a bed of roses. You have
had a hard time, and I certainly
wonld hate to see you make it
even harder.

94/7;adhirn

Reece's

7th & Broadway
MAYFIELD, KY.
PHONE 1010

STYLE-MART STORE

CHEVROLET IS LOWEST PRICED
OF THE LOWNPRICED THREE
IN THE MODELS MOST PEOPLE BUYI

The Bel Air Sport Sedan with Body by Fisher.
Every window of *very Chisvrolist Is Soffsty Plote Glass.

and you get more for your dollars besides!
manship of the only Body by Fisher in the
at Chevrolet and the other low-priced cars, low-price field. Sample Chevy's spirited
the faster Chevy comes off as the biggest performance. Feel its solid, smooth big-car
buy in its field. Big in size. Extra big in ride. Add up all you get and weigh it
against Chevrolet's- low price and longvalue!
Look at Chevrolet's fresh new '58 look. famous economy. You'll find that nothing
This one's all new—lower, wider and a full else near the price offers more for your
nine inches longer. Look at the fine crafts- money. Your Chevrolet dealer will'prove It
Compare 'ern and see. The closer you look

*MUD ON FACTORY UST MOM FOR COMPARABLE

SEDAN AND HARDTOP MODI9.S.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
Fourth Street

Phone 38

Fulton, Ky.

You'll yet the best buy
1/1/ 111(11.1.1
on the best seller!

RCA WHIRLPOOL 1-hp air con- cheese, ice cream and milk carditioner with wiring and in- tons were turned in; labels from
stallation included, for only A 'and P Food Store pr4ucts
$189.95 at H dr M TV and Ap- numbered 9,876 in addition to the
and ...1? Food •
pliance Service, Eulton. Hurry sales slips from
Jan* and Sou
V.
E.
Store.
number!
-Limited
The public, including residents
PAGAN'S FINDINGS! Modern
stores in Hickmdri and Union of Fulton and South Fulton, Is
I AM NOW representing the BARGAINS: 9x12 rugs $4.88;
squarp-type
porcelain
white
baby play pen $14.95; living
SALESMEN Wanted: Man or wo- City similarly accounted for a Invited to attend a meeting of
Greenfield Monument Works
bath tub; slightly discolored.
the
of
amount
room suites $14.95 at $110.00
man, with or without experi- tremendous
and will appreciate the opporthe South Fulton Booster Clut
$25.00.
for
sell
$126.00;
Cost
China
Haxiland
at Wade's Used Furniture Store.
ence. Auto necessary. Willing volume.
tunity to show you our beautiThursday evening at 7:30 at the
automatic
Westinghouse
Used
only)
Save.
and
Wade
Delaware
&
with
inTrade
(Clinton
to work, willing to take
ful line of memorials. Tom
It was gratifying to note, Mrs. South Fulton School.
condition,
operating
in
washer,
478.
112 Main Street, phone
structions, need of $70.00 Per Westpheling said, that all of the
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
Speaker for the evening will
$40.00; used 9-foot refrigerator,
week. Write for interview, merchants sponsoring the program be James Pirtle of Jackson, a
clean,
fairly
Dad
condition,
talk
not
operating
Why
MOM!
HEY
genuine
use
CHEVROLET owners
stating full qualifications. P. 0. reported accelerated buying and West Tennessee Industralist
$40.00. See Thad Fagan at
into buying a "fishing" car.
Chevrolet parts for best perforBox 749 Paducah, Kentucky.
what is more the sales slips There will also be a 20 minute
(cash)
Fulton.
Store,
Dad's
Auto
while
it
Western
You can drive
mance service satisfaction'.
program of local talent.
gone fishing in yours. We have No refunds or exchanges
flOW is the time to get your showed it.
Available in Fulton only at
NO PRINTING JOB too large
The work on next week's aMacAdding
a dandy for him! Atkins Motor
and
Typewriter
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
Mrs. Ira Little returned home
Patterns are not
or too small for the Fulton
Sales.
hiae Overhauled. See Cleo wards are already in progress Tuesday afternoon after a won"Your Authorised Chevrolet
Best
you
facto',
the
for
by
perdo
to
News
'WFUL
ed
and
discontinu
merchants
and
of
Manager
Service
Peeples,
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street, 5 LADIES-with ambition and
derful vacation trip to Mexico.
equipped shop in Fulton to
The Harvey Caldwell Com- sonnel expect a banner week next
phone 38.
initiative who want money of
will
serve you. Phone 470.
week
next
awards
The
The old Illinois Central Depot
,pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- week.
their own to do or buy those
be made on the total dollar at Water Valley is being torn
fitters, Phone 674.
ViANTED: Salesman, full or part
"extra things" that regular
down this week. Service was diswine time. Men or women to sell ALL KINDS OF KEYS made volume.
family income doesn't permit. Crystal cocktail and
For The
continued at the station last year.
product.
vertised
nationally-ad
own
of
Pleasant work. Hours
while you wait. Forrester's
car
paid;
commission
Liberal
choice. Can average $1.95 per
The Brownies and Girl Scouts
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Pepsi-Cola bottle caps were turn- Mr. and Mrs.
Go To CHURCH Sunday
HOME furnishings: half and
ed in; 11,222 bottle caps, cottage Dukedom.
NOTICE to school teacher.;: We
roll-away
size
three-quarter
need your used car! We're runbeds $14.95 and $16.95; real nice
FARM LOANS
ning out of "old maid" school
hook case $12.50 at
walnut
Motor
Atkins
teacher cars.
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Sales.
Across From
Long TermsTrade with Wade and Save.
Coca-Cola Plant
112 Main Street, phone 478.
-Easy likyrnents
LEADS, leads, leads. I'm looking
for a man that is interested in
sales work, one who will work
Mack Ryan
to replace one who wouldn't.
ATKINS, HOLMAN
Charles Stafford
Write for personal interview,
AND FIELDS
B. H. Evans, 209 Guthrie Bldg.
EXTRA COPIES
CONTAINS NICARBAZIN - The amazing coccidiosis control
Ky.
conPaducah,
RCA WHIRLPOOL 1-hp air
ditioner with wiring and in-Insuranceadditive that practically eliminates you: coccidiosis problem
of
stallation included, for only
List your
GRO
CORN
$189.95 at H & M TV and ApFarm and town Property
pliance Service, Fulton. Hurry WANT 1000 ACRES OF
The Fulton News
with the
-Limited number!

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center

Set

SPECIAL SALE
1/2 PRICE

CLOSEOUT!
GLASSES

BEST

SALE! 25c EACH
ANDREWS

CLEANEST

Bu
TRF
way tc
day at
about
week
er and
$150.'
close a
rechec
ners.
And
The
Cub
Rust
Miss
terian
Chef.

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

wrta,

Wade TV Service

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Start your Chicks Right

WITH BROWDER'S STARTING MASH

SPECIA L: refrigerators, gas
stoves and washing machines at
bargain prices; bed springs $7.50
to $13.95 at Wade's Used Furniture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main Street,
phone 478.

POPCORN IN YOUR
COUNTY

To you farmers who have placed your field corn in soil bank,
We now have a great opportunity
for you to still have a profitable
cash crop. Had farmers make as
high $150.00 per acre last year
FOR PAPER hanging, painting, Talk to some one who has grown
sheet rock work call 1237-R-2, popcorn and you to will want to
grow a crop. We invite you to
Luther Weaver.
come see us. We will discuss our
popcorn proposition with you.
Located just North Murray Livestock Company, Murray, Ky.
Telephone 840.

. tucky Popcorn Co.
Ken
Tip Doran

GILLIAN
TRANSFER CO.

are on sale

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

Smith's Cafe

Expert Corning To Union
and Mayfield again.

203 Main St

GEO. L HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demonstrate his method without
eharge at the Davy Crockett
1-lotel, Union City, Tuesday,
April 1st from 2 P. M. to 6
P. and at the Hall Hotel, Mayfield. Friday, April 4th from
2 P. M. to 6 P. M. Evening by
appointment. Ask for Mr.
/Home at desk.

j

Mr. Howe 0/lye the Howe method
rontrarts the openings In remark-ably abort time on the average
asoe. regardless of the PiZO or
lorqt.Pon of the rupture and no
nutter how much you lift or strain
and put. you back to work the
same day as efficient as before

roe were ruptured.

The Howe Rupture Shield le adjuetahle to individual requirements
has no leg strap. waterproof, sanitary, practically indestructible and
ran be worn while bathing.
large end difficult rupture. following operations *specially solicit-

t

Do not overlook this opportunity
If you want gratifying result./
Mailing a ddroas Howe R I'PT I'RE
First St. Oakland. City.
trititana.

Err.,

Full line of wash & wear and
drip-dri clothing and suits

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
216 Main

The Coffee Shop
Fulton News Stand
The News Off:c•

SAVE MONEY

FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest
You can biay 'em plain or
we'll print 'em for you. If
you need shipping tags, come
to the Fulton News office,
209 Commercial Avenue.
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
Is available at the Fulton
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the midwest. The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

WE HAVE
RCA WH`HU.,POOI
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

TRADE • NOW
. H&M
TELEVISION

202 Lake St
Phone 235

Buy Auto insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% 'n 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min
utes, and coverage is effec
live immediately
CALL 62 - 166
Wick Smith Agency
inanow

Phone 5

Evans Drug Store

FROM THE skin out-from top
to bottom-everything a man
would wish to wear. Try usThe Edwards Store, Mayfield,
- Ky.

Arrow Shirts
Knox Hats
Style-Mart Suits
Alligator rainwear
Arrow underwear
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Derby Cafe

For Spring and Easter !

RUPTURECIty

Sometii
pen to in
dog. An(
me this N
dog, the
drowned]
around h
believe I
same this

each week at

Burr Waldrop

Fashion's smartest Men's Wear
top name brands

Lady '
day Iron
her copy
around a
ing, "W:
Notebook
time out
what's hi
tally this

Fulton

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

Then w
ous, Mary
So I spen
pital and
home and
ding once
me, and
back . .
anyhow.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Union Cit
Phone 1655
(Comp!ete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
FOR THE BEST Deal on Ottice
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker
See James 0. Butts at Th.
Co.
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Saks and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
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